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,1.Critic·al lega·I ·studies''S.cholar Joins:lJB_· _Law 
. . . ~"'""'!""" ·""' .by Lisa Kandel nor is he surprised that many most people call me." 
of his students are older than The son of a University of 
In addition to the approx­ he is. In fact, one might i!asily Cnicago political science pr<r
imately 270 new faces of the mistake Binder for a student fessor, Guyora admits that he 
'first-year law class, UB has ac­ himself, especially when he is ..,;....,;+.,_,..,,.. had always wanted to teach. 
quired several new faculty seen sitting at the rim of the For him, the real issue 
members. Assistant Professor library's third floor circle or at- concerned the choice ot ~ub-
Guyora Binder is a newcomer tending a reqmt law school ject matter. 
who is teaching criminal law party on Capen Blvd. In explaining his ultimate 
this semester to Section 3. During a recent contorts decision, Binder said that the 
.Binder's academic creden­ class, Schlegel said that Binder alternative to law, namely 
tials are especially lmpressive, was ·"the youngest faculty purely objective and empirical
considering his age; he is only member in anyone's recent scholarship, always has to be 
, twenty five. After graduating memory.'' justified in normative terms. 
from Princeton University in Unlike most other faculty Because he's primarily in-
1977 with a degree in offices which are overflowing ter~sted in studying the 
· philosophy, Binder went on to with thick volumes, Binder's is justification for and the 
Yale Law School. After receiv­ decorated · with half-empty political and moral evaluation 
ing his J .D., he qeserted the Ivy bookshelves. In fact; he admit- Professor Guyora Binder of decisions. he iound that 
-League to spend a year study­ ted that until very recently law . ;is an "inherently nor.. 
ing comparative jur.isprudence they .were .completely vacant, mativP field ," was the most ap-
as a UCLA post-doctoral but that at the sugge~tion of seems determined to be dif- much dreJded compt1nion . the nf'al1ng discipline for him . 
fellow. Binder spent last year one of his colleagues, he terent. His teaching .ipproach Socratic method . In <•xplctining Au ording co Uindn. · 11 ·~ 
as a clerk to District Court brought in some boks. He is definitely not stereotypically his decision. Binder described not uniformly acknowli •da4Pd 
Judge Jack Weinstein . ·wants to fulfill the professorial characteristic of a lc1w pro- this infamous approach as that thi s [l.iwj is ,1 p :d ·t" ,ti 
Binder, having gotten ac­ image. fessor. During the first criminal "needless c,Jt>rcion ." In .1ddi- disciplinr...but t•veryth,ng w t· 
customed to being the Although his office may law class, for example, he an- tion, Binder st,ited tht1r hf' do in the lf'g,11 profession h,1s 
youngest in his class, is not par­ eventually come to resemble nounced t~at he would not be prefers to be called hy his 1, rq Pithe r implicit or expli c it 
ticularly fazed about the fact other faculty offices, Binder using ,a seating chart or its name because " that\ what continued on page s 
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"The function of a free press is to comfort 
the afflicted and afflict the comfortable." 
· -H.L. Mencken 
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FSRB Imposes Punishment for Collaboration 
dent B assert, as a preliminary mat­ The examination must be returned tions. This memorandum inforniPd tion of the Opinion detailini: tflE'Editor's· Note: The Faculty­ ter, that the Law School failed to to the Admissions and Records Of­ students of the Law School"s new examin ,ltion rrocpcfur!' < Student Relations Board properly comply with two of its fice no later than 5:00 p.m. on policy · on academic honesty and described above and a -t ,1te111ent(FSRB) has asked Opinion to own regulations relating to Wednesday. examinations. The memorandum oi the Law School's Sta11rl<1rrl ~ tor publish the following report notification of students concern: emphasizd three things: Academic Dishonesty C.1<<'< I he 4. Counsel submits that, sincein its entirety. The names ing collaboration limitations on standards providerl in pr rt1m·11t Ithe written examination instruc­ Ihave been deleted by FSRB to take-home examinatins. As a - Examinations will no longer part that " (t)h ,.. in~tructor ha, the Itions provided to the Registrar by protect the parties i,nvolved. result, it is argued, even if the be proctored;' obligation to mi! ke r lPar to lProfessor--did not specify that This decision illustrates the Board concludes that clear and -Al I ·students must execute an students the rul e, i!ncl conditions ' J collaboration was forbidden, stu­ )procedures employed by convincing evidence of collabora­ acknowledgement regarding_ the under wh ich course work will be dent A and student B my not be l tion exists, no sanction may be im­ policy on academic honesty; c•valuated , preferably in writing." FSRB when it responds to disciplined. even if collaborationposed. -Only the individual student 's The examples of plagiarism in theallegations of student is found to have occurred. 2. Counsel's argument is first own work may be used on lc' ithcr St,rndards included " unauthorized 5. The Board finds no merit tomisconduct. We thank FSRB regular written examinations or collaboratioA with another studPnt based on an undated memoran­for making the results of the this argument: andum to Faculty, Staff and Students take-home examinations unless in t)rPµaring ex ,1minat1on (a) The purpose of the regulation hearing process available,. for from V. Leary and C. Wallin con­ the instructor expressly st;ites in questiori is ' to insure that infor­a body empowered to render cerning Examination Procedures otherwise. 7. It is uncontested that this mation from a faculty member giv­decisions and to recommend and Policies. In pertinent part, the ini a take-home examination is It also contair:ied an arti cle mr morandum was not distribut!'d sanctions which could memorandum prov.ides: provided to the Registrar's Oftice published in the April 24, 141\ll·edi- continued on page 13 possibly forestall students' Faculty who give take-home final so that personnel in that office will future admission to the bar examinations should provide com­ be able to properly administer the 
must be ·subiect to some Harvard LawCoalition plete instructions in writing to the examination and to answer ques­
degree of public scrutiny. · Registrar detailing the rules tions concerning the examination. 
prescribed for the examination, . (b) The memorandum's require­ Boycotting. Course 
To: Dean Thomas E. Headrick • · e.g., date(s) for the release of the ex- ment that the Registrar be provid­
aminations, specifications, if any, ed written instructions which by Mary Ellen B~rger 
From: The Faculty· Studen~ Re/a- regarding collaboration on ex­ detail "specifications, if any, regar­ academic year. Chambers ac­
tions Board: Janet Lindgren, aminations, etc. ding collaboration on examina­ Student activism is alive and cepted, but on the condition Chairperson, Nils Olsen, Andrew · tions" (emphasis added) only re­ well on the campus of Harvard that Jack Greenberg bt:!Spanog/e, John Hains, Julie While the Leary-Wallin me~oran- quire that explicit instructions to Law School, where two student brought in to as,sist him.Rosenblun:, and John Stegmayer. dum is not dated, and no evidence be given if some form of col­ groups, the Black Law
. .was given concerning its date of Greenberg, described bylaboration was to be allowed. If, asOn November 13, 1981 applicability, the Board assumes Students Association (BLSA) some press as perhaps "thein Professor -'s case, the in­Professor--forward~d to the for purposes of this proceeding and the Third World Coalition, most experienced civil rightsstructions are silent on collabora­Faculty Student Relations Board that it was in force at the time of 
- ged a highly now intion, no collaboration is permitted. are enga- in lawyer practi~ing the 
what h~ suspect(ed~ to be Professor--contracts examina­
unauthonzed collaboration on the This interpretation is in accord publicized boycott of a course U.S., " has been a member of 
Fall 1981----------final tion. with the understandings of nor­ on race discrimination and the NAACP Legal Defense 3. The written instructions sub­
examination.-- On November m~tive conduct not only of the civil rights law which is slated Fund for the past 33 years, 22mitted by Professor-- to the23, 1981, in response to the Board's. law school commurity in general, to be taught by a white pro­ of which he served as LDF'sRegistrar provided : but also of student A and studentrequest, Professor-- detailed fessor this winter. director-counsel. He was one 
B in particular. (See Paragraphssome of the key similarities " that The controversy erupted of the team of attorneys whichThis is an 8 hour take-home ex­ 9(a) (2), (3) post). animated my fears that cheating amination. The examination con­ earlier this summer when the successfully argued Brown v.(cl Accordingly, Professoroccurred." Both students, throug~ sists of 2 questions on 10 pages. 
--'s written instructions were black professor who taught Board of Education before the their · lawyers, waived hearing 
. You ,must ans~er both questions. fully with Harvard Law's only course em­ U.S. Supreme Court in 1954 . within the thirty days required by consistent the re­You may use anything you wish in phasizing racial/minority Yet the political atmospherequirements of the Leary-Wallin FSRB "Procedures for Resolving preparation of your answers. Each issues left the faculty. Accor­ surrounding the administrationmemorandum. Academic Dishonesty Matters." question will determine 50 percent ding to Dean James Vorenberg,
· Counsel's of the NAACP LDF has chang­The hearing was held on Friday, 6 . argument is next of your final grade. based on a memorandum dated the school approached Julius ed considerabl~ during theFebruary 5, 1982 and continued on 
Monday, February 8, 1982. If you handwrite your exam, please December 4, 1981 from Virginia Chambers, a black attorney past 28 years, and Greenberg
write your answers on every other Leary, Associate Dean,' to all _ who is president of the NAACP focus of a cur­has become a 
. , line of the bluebooks. Typed students, concerning Policy on Legal Defense Fund,. to teach 
Law School Procedures 
rent suit initiated by the 
. answers should be double spaced. Academic Honesty and Examina-
~. Couns.el for student A and stu- the course durin11 the 1982-83 NAACP to have its initials 
· continued on page 5 
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'-----------U,:,'----------" 
Today marks the completion of the finnual two-day elec­
tions at U/B Law School. A popularly held view of these 
elections, judging from the past lack of student participa­
tion in them, is that they are meaningless and that the most 
significant impact of the contests will be their effect upon 
the resumes of the victorious candidates. People who share 
this view will express themselves by not voting. 
An insightful mind will recognize that elections are never 
inherently meaningless, but are rendered so by apathy and 
little, if any, involvement on the part of the potential elec­
tors. Moreover, even if an election itself is "meaningless," Commencement Plans _Underway
insofar as it might fail to represent a mandate, its results 
Opinion asked both Dean two weeks for anyone in­ to me until coming here that it most certainly never are. , 1., 
Headrick and the Commence­ terested in helping with the ac­ would take place off-campus. Approximately $35,000 in student activity fees are ament Committee to advise the tivities. Anyone who hasn't After all, commencement is generated each year at our Law School. rhe people you already expressed an interest celebration of university ac­student body on the present 
elect carry a heavy load of responsibility and wield a highly status of graduation plans. in the survey conducted last complishment. 
visible degree of power in the disposition of those funds. Spring, please leave a note in It. is understandable that 
Mailbox 678. Signs will also be while the ·new Ci!,mpus was
"Meaningless" elections thus somehow yield highly mean­
Letter to the Student Body: posted with a time and place. under construction~ that tem­ingful results. porary arrangements might be 
Therefore, a law student' s failure to vote is an irresponsi­ Law School ID cards will be Commencement Committee necessary, but it hardly seems 
ble act. And voting without regard to the principles and in approximately two right or sensible that tpe solu­printed 
program ideas of the specific candidates is equally ir­ weeks'. Aside from discounts at tion to a temporary problemTo the, Editor:
responsib'le. area r~staurants and.bars, the should become a permanent 
cards will entitle holders to one.Several of the candidates have made their views known Over the past few years, thepurchase discount movie We have on this campusto you through stateme11ts in this issue of the Opinion. Law School has held its com­tickets for shows at all General some convenient spots forOthers have hopefully made their positions known through mencement at Art Park,Cinema theaters and to receive holding an out of doors com­Kleinhans and the Statler. Theother channels. We offer space in the newspaper to every discounts on admission price mencement; Founders Plaza,Statler is clearly too small to
candidate because we believe that there should be some for the commencement ac­ just behind O'Brian Hall, is abe comfortable. Art Park pro­
matters of substance at issue in this and any other elec­ tivities. prime candidate; and we nowvides a nice ambience, but it isAll law students are en­ have the Alumni Arenation - and we wanted the student body to thif1k about not always available when we
couraged to buy the cards. The available as an alternative sitethem. need it. Kleinhans is comfor­
cards help to pay for the par­ in the event of inhospitableWhile we choose not to endorse any candidates, we re­ table, but dreary.ties throughout the year, and weather. It is only fitting,Before coming to Buffalo Imain skeptical about individuals who have made no effort to raise money for the gradua­ therefore, that in 1983 wehad studied or worked at fiveto convey more than personality and style in their can­ tion weekend activities. should bring the Cor:nmence­universities. At each of these 
didacy. Pastel posters are a welcome addition to O'Brian's The cards will be on sale in ment back home.institutions, commencementfront of the library. Volunteersoften dreary halls, but from adults who are vying for posi-. was held on campus, usuallyare needed to man the table. If Thomas E. Headricktions which demand informed planning and decision­ out of doors. It never occurred you have any time to spare,
making, we expect intelligent and honest expositions of the please contact Dan Spirrazza, 
philosophies and goals which will inform their actions mailbox number 556. 
should they be elected. · The first party of the 
year-the "Two Million Days"The candidates, almost without execption, have commit­ Correspondenc;e Wantedparty-will be held on Oc­ted themselves to planning ."socials" and "mixers." 
tober 14, 1982, at BullfeathersAlthough there is definitely an important place on the law Lodge. The regular admission To the Editor: to what's going on in the out­
school calendar for such events, what suprises us is the price is not yet set, but holders side world! 
overall lack of creative and timely proposals for activities of ID cards will be given a I'm writing you this brief let­ As I have said, I have lost all 
which will enhance our professional development, our in­ $2.00 discount on the admis­ ter in hope of some help of family ties so .1 welcome all 
sion price.tellectual growth, and our community spirit. your assistance. As you can tell who would like to write. So 
Plans are in the making for from the above addressOn this final day of elections, we urge you to vote, but I am ·pleas~ print my name in your
another "So Many Days" party incarcerated. weekly paper. . It would bemore than that, we ask' you to examine the candidates to b~ held sometime in late I have been incarcerated for highly appreciated!
closely by reading their statements and, if possible, by February or early March. six (6) years this coming Thank you for acknowledge­
questioning them directly on matters which concern you. Contrary to what was an­ September 3rd. Since ~ing in­ ment of this brief letter. 
nounced last Spring, the dateBut don't stop at that. After these elections, the new ex­ carcerated, I have lost all fami­
of graduation will not be Mayecutive board will be assembling the committees which ly ties. This is the reason I'm Sylvester Barceem Dukes 29, 1983. Since the date chang­ writing to you in hope that you · ' No. 77-A-2222form the lifeblood of our community. Sign up for these ed, we weren't able to reserve would be so kind as to place Box 149
comll'!ittees and thereby lend your talents and energies to Kleinhans for the actual date. no. and addressmy name, in Attica, New York 14011
meaningful actitity. We now have options on Art­ your weekly newspaper so that 
When we are practicing attorneys, by virtue of our park (the second choice from perhaps I could start trying to 
the vote) for both Saturdayspecial training and society's respect for our knowledge we develop some true and ahove EDITOR'S NOTE: Opinion welcomesnightr,;, May 21, and Sunday, all, sincere, friendships withwill be thrust into positions of power and influence. As letters on eny subject, expresslna enyMay 22, 19.83 .. some of your students. To viewpoint. All letters will be printedstudents we must develop senses of responsibility and 
. There will be a general com­ maintain my complete sanity in their entirety. Please submit them 
cultivate the special concerns which our future profession mencement committee in the envelope outside Room 724.as well as better myself and
meeting held in approximately once again, become awar_e as 
September 21, :1982 . 
COMMENTARY ·-
Legal Professiotf-Fl:111' Of _Corruption And Deceit 
Rich_ard Har;is has written ex-
tens,v_ely on law and lawyers in 
Amer,~a, most recently in the 
latest 1ss~e of The Nation. His 
Just-published suspense novel, · 
"Honor- Bo·und," is about a 
lawyer who is driven by the law 
to seek vengeance outside it. 
The above article origina"/ly ap-
peared in Newsday. 
by Richard Harris 
At the recent mid-year c~n­
vention of the American Bar 
Association, held in San Fran­
cisco, 12,000 lawyers (imagine, 
12,000 of them in one place!) 
wrangled for days over a pro-. 
posed revision of the ABA's so­
called "code of ethics." .Many 
laymen may be surprised that 
·· lawyers have a code of ethics', 
but they do-one designed for 
19th Century law practice, 
when most lawyers worked on 
their own or in small firms, 
when legal fees were modest 
and when honesty was more in 
fashion. 
"There are too many lawyers 
generally and too little 
business, " one of them said at 
the convention, "and -that is 
part of the pro~lem that 
· generates litigation and clogs 
the courts." 
Indeed it is. Twenty years 
ago there were about 200,000 
lawyers in this country. Today 
there are more than 500,000. 
The increase can be laid direct­
ly to the proportionately far 
greater income in legal fees 
over the same period. It should 
be a buyers' market, but it 
isn't, because lawyers create 
conflict-and legal 
business-where none need ex­
ist, while other lawyers, as 
legislators, write bewildering 
and unnecessary laws and 
regulations that reQuire sti!I 
Financial Aid Update 
more lawyers. 
Although many idealistic 
young people enter law 
schools · every year, few 
idealistic young people 
emerge from them, and still 
fewer retain their ideals after a 
year or two of practicing law. 
The field is overcrowded, 
everyone is hustling, the 
system hasn't much r~m for 
dreamers and big money lures 
the greedy and the larcenous 
in heart. · 
Still another part of the pro­
blem is that rrio•st lawyers are 
sinlPIY incompetent-as many 
as eight or nine o_ut of every 10 
in practice. They are what 
former Chief Judge David 
Bazelon of the U.S. Court of 
Appeals- ·for,· tt\e-·,WashingtQn, 
D.C., circuit, the second 
highest court in the land, has 
called "walking violations of 
the Sixth Amendment" right to 
counsel. Since they cannot 
achieve their ends by skill and 
brains, they use chicanery and 
deceit. 
Today, more and more 
lawyers rely on delaying tac­
tics, obfuscation, irrelevancy 
and nuisance suits (or legal 
blackmail) to intimidate and 
destroy their opponents. These 
tactics have become so 
prevalent that recently a few 
lawyers have brought suits 
charging abuse of the judicial 
· process against lawyers who 
play with the law this way. But 
such cases are difficult to pro­
ve and recoveries · are rare and 
modest.. So the abuses flourish. 
Above all, though, many in­
competent and unscrupulous 
lawyers (usually the same peo­
ple) base most of their practice 
on lying. The lawyer lies (that 
is, commits perjury), and the 
client lies (commits perjury, 
too), because the lawyer told 
him or her to (legally known as 
suborning perjuryi ~ccording 
to the best estimates"'l've been 
able to come up with after 
many talks with lawyers who 
spend most of their time in 
courtrooms, at least half of all 
lawyers and all clients lie 
"materially" in sworn court 
papers or under oath on the 
stand. 
Rarely-very rarely- is 
anything done about it, even 
thought perjury and suborna­
tion of perjury are pretty 
serious crimes: In New York 
~~ate, perjury is punisha~le by 
up to seven years in prison; 
subornation of perjury is 
punishable by up to four years 
in prison, plus disbarment. Of 
course, the only way to stop all 
this lying is by enforcing the 
laws. But that would mean 
lawyers' would have to pro­
secute lawyers and a lot of 
lawyers would go to the slam­
mer. That wouldn't look good 
at all-even if it would save 
our legal system. 
Then there are lawyers who 
know their clients are lying but 
do nothing to stop thei:n. At the 
latest ABA convention, one 
lawyer who was appalled by 
these practices and by the 
association's failure to prohibit 
them, picketed the pro­
ceedings. "The lawyer who 
knowingly represents a lying 
client," he said, "is a thief try­
ing to share the proceeds." Ex­
cept for the victims of lawyers' 
abuse, it is the lawyers of real 
integrity, like this man, who 
suffer most from their col­
leagues~ viciousness, for their 
names are sullied simply by 
their being lawyers. 
A few years ago the dean of 
Hofstra Law School publicly 
charged that the ABA's code of 
SUSTA Renewed & Upped 
by Joe Ruh amount of income to be eligi· 
ble for an award is $5666, with 
Despite the gloomy predic- · the full $300 award go_ing to 
tions of the past Spring 
semester, the financial aid pie· 
ture remains surprisingly 
stable, and in so.me ways has 
actually improved over last 
year. In the interest of keeping 
you updated on the financial 
aid scene, I've prepared the , 
following summary of the ma· 
jor programs and significant 
changes which have occurred 
oveJ the last few months. 
' , . . . . ' , . ' 
Tap Remains Constant 
The Tuition Assistance Pro-
gram (TAP) for law students re-
mains unchanged . from last 
year. Students who are depen-
dent on their parents, or who 
are married or have a tax 
dependent themselves may 
receive a TAP award if the 
combined family income for 
1981 .was $20,000 or less. As 
before, the minimum award is 
$50 per semester, and the max-
imum award is $300 per 
semester. The ma,imum award 
is for students in the above 
categories whose combined 
family income is $2000 or less. 
For single, independent 
students, the maximum 
students with incomes below 
$1000. TAP applications are 
available in my office and may 
be submitted up until March 
31, 1983 for this school year. 
SUST A Award Is Increased 
T-he ,single brightest spot in 
the financial aid picture is the 
temporary increase in ·the per 
semester SUSTA award from 
$600 to $900. As a result of the 
recent ' comprom.ise betwee~ 
SUNY and the Governor's Divi-
sion of the Budget, the SUSTA 
funds for this year have been 
released. And to everyone's 
surprise, the amount of SUSTA 
allocated to the Law School 
has been increased from 
$240,000 to over $300,000. 
Because of the increase, .the 
Office ·of Student Accounts . 
and the Law School have 
decided that an award of $900 
can be made to all eligible 
students for the Fall '82 
semester. Subject to fund 
availability, the Spring 
semester award may also be in­
creased, but a decision along 
those lines will not be made 
until December .• Tentatively, 
the Spring semester SUSTA 
award is set at $600. 
As in the past, no applica· 
tion for SUSTA is necessary. 
SUSTA is automatically award­
ed by the Office of Student Ac­
counts (not Albany) to students 
who received the full $300 per 
semester TAP award.· Also, 
SUSTA and TAP do not come 
to the student in the form of 
chetk's', but · rather are 
reflected in their tuition bills 
as a reduction in the total tui­
tion charges. _To ensure that 
you receive SUSTA, you must 
first have a valid TAP award 
for $300 per semester, and you 
must ensure that the Office of 
Student Accounts has the bot­
tom section of your award 
notice on file . You will see the 
effect of TAP and . SUSTA 
either on your Guaranteed Stu­
dent Loan refund statement, or 
on your first Tuition Bill, 
sometime in October. 
The net effect of the SUSTA 
increase is that a person who 
receives a TAP award of $300 
per semester will in fact 
receive $1200 of his/her' $1262 
tuition as a grant. Not a bad 
return on the couple hundred 
i letters you wrote last semester. 
ethics not only permits a 
lawyer to sit by while a client 
commits perjury but obliges 
the lawyer to help if the client 
so wishes. This view, the ABA: 
angrily retorted, was "univer-
sally repudiated by ethical 
lawyers." Then a survey of 
la\yyers in the District of Col-
umbia revealed that 90 per 
cent of them would treat 
clients who lie on the stand as 
if they were telling the truth. 
That puts the number of 
ethical lawyers, by ABA stan-
dards, at 10 per cent of the pro-
fession-a notch or two above 
admen and politicians. 
No legal system that 
tolerates or condones or en-
courages this lying can be call-
ed a "system" at all; it is little 
more than anarchic flummery. 
Still, the ABA and its 
associated bar associations by 
the score around the country 
refuse to defuse the bomb. It's 
bound to go off because 
lawyers are, far and away, ac-
cording to all polls, the most 
despised professional class in 
America. Jethro K. Lieberman, 
in his book "Crisis at the Bar," 
gives the reason: "The public 
contempt for lawyers stems 
fidential relationship between 
lawyers and clients. Compared 
to that, it seems, the sanctity 
of human life· is disposable. At 
the most recent ABA conven­
tion - after God knows how 
many such murders in which 
the lawyers were accessories 
before the fact-the whistle- ­
blowing proposal on prospec­
tive murderers was introduced 
again. It was defeated resoun­
dingly. 
Another resolution fared 
better: a proposal to make per­
sonal legal fees, like business 
legal fees, tax deductible. The 
delegates approved the resolu-
tion overwhelmingly. 
The general lack of concern 
among lawyers about profes­
sionar ethics is scarcely surpris­
ing when one stops to consider 
that the basic premise on 
which the practice of law rests 
is itself unethical. When fledgl­
ing lawyers take their oaths on 
admission to the bar, they 
swear to represent every 
client's interests to the best of 
their ability. With this. vow, 
they fling all other ethics out 
the window, along with most 
of what they were taught from 
childhood about decency and 
from their adherence to an : fairness and justice. Now they 
unethical code of ethics." must fight to win, right or 
At the ABA convention two wrong and whatever the costs 
years ago, a proposal was put to the innocent or to society. 
forward to reQuire lawyers to With this vow, they can repre­
inform · law-enforcement sent a rapist or a murderer, a 
authorities if they knew that a vicious landlord or a rapacious 
client planned to commit a corporation, a malevolent 
murder. "A storm of protest" spouse or repressive govern­
ensued, reported The New ment-they can fight for 
York Times, and the resolution wrong from dawn to dusk 
was howled down-on the ab- every day-and they can still 
surd pretext that it would sleep at night. After all, they 
violate the sanctity of the co,,: are only doing their duty. 
Emergency Vo-uchers 
For Books Cancelled 
by Clare A. Piro 
Do you think you have to 
Quit law school because your 
student loan check has not 
come in yet? Happily, the 
answer is "no". Is there any 
legal way you can get money 
to buy your books? Happily, 
the answer is "yes". Before you 
do anything drastic , you 
should go see Joe Ruh. He is 
able to fill in the book gap 
through a modification of the 
emergency loan program, 
enabling you to receive 1,1p to 
$100 to purchase books. 
Law students had formerly 
been able to get books through 
the bookstore by a voucher 
system. For the past two years, 
there was an agreemept bet· 
ween Dean Headrick and the 
bookstore by which law 
students who had not received 
their Guaranteed Student Loan 
checks could receive up to • 
$200 in book vouchers, pro­
vided they agreed to repay the 
bookstore immediately upon 
receiving their checks. All of 
the vouchers were guaranteed 
by the dean. This program was 
especially helpful to "late ad­
mits" who could not possibly 
have had their loans processed 
by September. 
Unfortunately, last year 
there were f9rty to fifty 
students who had not paid by 
the end of the school year, 
which was due in a large part 
to their counting on their Na· 
tional Direct Student Loan 
checks (some of which did not 
come in last year until June 
and July). They were unable to 
pay the bookstore immediate­
ly when their CSL checks came 
in as they had promised, 
because by then they had built 
up other debts (among them 
rent and food). As it stands 
now, all but eleven students 
have paid their vouchers, but 
there is $1 ,500 owing to the 
bookstore. (The bookstore has 
not yet asked the dean for the 
money.) 
According to Ruh, the dean 
was incensed when he 
discovered the $1 ,500 debt 
after the summer recess and 
was especially upset that 
students had violated the 
honor system. He has decided 
to wait and see what happens 
with the remaining eleven stu­
dent credits (Joe Ruh believes 
that all but two will pay by Oc­
tober 1) before he makes any 
final decision about 
reinstituting the voucher 
system. Short of bringing an 
action against them.,there is no 
way the school can coerce the 
students to pay. Because the 
continued on pare 14 
continued on pafle 12 
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Student Hit The Road 
"'.[ CAt-lNOT 0Et.lE"VE 
How' LUC.KY B~NS IS! 
WHAT DID Hf' oo,J.O., 
WIN THE LOTTERY? 
LUCKIER Tf.lAN THAT, 
Hf oor INTO FIVE 
CLAS.SES THAl HE 
ACTUALLY WANTfDJ 
--::fl5 !s'.1 j 
__..;_;'----
Students Settle 
Into Their Homes 
by Wendy Anne Cohen orientation was that "a lot ot 
people signed up for the 
Starting law school is a dorms, but went off-campus
nerve-racking experience in when they found they were 
itself, but for many first year assigned freshman 
students difficulties in roommates." 
understanding torts, property, First year student's com­
and Schlegel were compound­ plaints seem to focus most 
ed by the challenge of finding around the effectiveness of 
housing in a tight market. Off-campus Housing Office. 
The biggest problem first "Off-campus Housing was 
year students had in finding a useless, I had to go to a real 
place to live, according to estate agent and pay a fee," 
Housing Committee Chairper­ said one first year student who 
son Kevin Trippi, was that they preferred not to give her name. 
couldn't afford to come down She added, "It's not the 
during the spring semester to office's fault they are 
look around. Another problem understaffed, but it is poorly 
was the limited hours the off­ run. At SUNY Binghamton 
campus housing office was they're much more helpful." 
open this summer. "We sent a First year student Lisa 
memo out in the summer, giv­ Buongione added, "I just don't 
ing students the hours that the think the housing office 
Off-campus Housing Office helped. They just told me 
was supposed to be open, but 
'there's nothing here - good
the university kept playing luck.' I found a place, but no 
games with the office hours," thanks to them." 
Kevin said, which left first year Freshman law student Glenn 
students who were strangers in Rodney also suggested that the 
the area without "any idea of housing office be open more 
what was going on." In addi­ hours, particular.Iv on 
tion, housing files in the Off­ weekends. He added that "on­
campus Office were not up­ campus housing should be 
dated because "most people more available, and graduate
didn't have the courtesy" to students shouldn't be put in 
remove their homes and apart­ the same room as 
ments from the lists after they undergraduate freshmen." He 
had found a housemate or a summed up "to be involved in 
roommate. 
. looking for housing during
On a more positive note, orientation and the start of 
Kevin also said that the survey classes is a· r~al bad ex­
his committee sent to up­ perience." Another student 
perclass students, asking them suggested that the Off-campus
if they needed roommates and Housing Office compile a list 
would be willing to share hous­ of bad landlords. "I have a 
ing with first year students was wonderful house, but the worst 
successful, and turned up a landlord in Buffalo," said 
good portfolio of available Sharon Kivowitz, who came up
housing. He added that the in July to find a place near the 
stream of letters he found in Main Street campus.
his mailbox before and during Sevrral st~dents win~ out 
orientation had trickeled down that first year ~tuclents - wlfa" 
to one or two once classes had signed up to ·live in the 
started. And he pointed out university residence halls were 
that one reason people were beina assigned underaraduate 
still looking for housing durin~ continued on page 5 
summer w9.(~ ,.!!l ..Q.f.stc!.QLtf!rJ,£s,.w10 
by Mary Ellen Berger 1n his spare time, Rob travel- school, ~hich is ~n a level in 
Some law students spent the ed to choice fishing spots, fie~ the English educational system 
summer after their first year by cargo plane t~ _the Arctic .comparable to u~~ergraduatin 
with their noses buried in Circle where he v1s1ted an In- t U.S ., a test administered upon 
dian village, and did "free- gradua~ion from law school 
digests and citators or summer lance" work for two other determines whether an in-
school text books. Others d I II
needed three months to simply criminal attorneys in Fair- divi ua wi continue legal 
recover from the prior year's banks. He found Alaskans to studies and be certifie deiher a 
"most freedom loving solicitor or a barrister. be theordeal. A · few veterans, d All b · 
however, ca:Jght their breaths people in the world" an arristers in Creat Britain 
and decided to venture abroad relished the "ease of living" employ law clerks who func­
in search of new realms of ex- which Alaska offers . Rob also tion as .administrative 
discovered that he was assistants: they screen the bar-perience. • h · • k I dOn May 23, barely one week energized by the 24 ours-per- r1ster s cases, · ac now e ge 
after his last final exam, Rob day of bright sunlight which receipt of all relev.ant 
·t · · d two U/B Alaska en1·oys during its sum- documents from the solicitorTurkew1 z 1oine f d · h ' 
graduate geology students on mer season. The d~~ospe~t o a_n ~v:" ~~~t1atet t e bar-
a cross-country trip; final . Buffalo's weathe~ I not ~~er nstr ~ ee. . I e no a Iawyer, 
destination: the Brooks Moun- him from retur~ingdstate-s1 ef, a_ c er receives a,:,cfo~~nbsa-
tain Ran,e in Alaska. Their trek althou_gh he still ream; o t~o~ ~ rercentagc o tne· ar-
by van took' them across the returning to AlaskadsomeK ayh. nstOe~Gs ee; ·b·1 · . 
M·d t through Gary In- Second-year stu ent at Y arras respons1 11t1es at1 
d - wes' "the armpit of O'Garra hopes to practice law Alexander Johnson were in theiana, d" . h f . . I I 
· " according to Rob, in Antigua, West In 1es, in t e areas o matrimoma , personaAmerica, h' . I d . . . d rt I Afinto U.S. state and Canadian future . Because t IS IS an m_inJ~ry_. an prope y_aw. ter 
provincial parks, and finally to the eastern Caribbea~ was one ass1stding the s·olic1t?r, she 
Fairbanks, Alaska. a British co1ony, its 1ega1 wou1 accompany c1_1ents to 
T rkewitz embarked on this system is still based on Great court, attend pre-trial con-
uni;ue adventure without a Britain's. _For the~e reasons, ferences_ with the client and 
definite job offer in his pocket. Kathy decided during . l~st s~r- the ?arrister, ~nd observe the 
Earlier during the spring • ing semester that a clinical in- barrister arguing before the 
semester he had written to 30 ternship in England would pro- bench, then report back to the 
· Alaskan firms listed in Martin- ve invaluable to her career. solicitor on all aspects of the 
dale & Hubbell, but received On June 12, Kathy flew to case. At one point during the 
only non-committal responses. London und~r th~ ~uspices of si_x-week stay, . Kathy . was in­
Nevertheless, he arrived in Syracuse University s summer v1ted by a barrister to intern at 
Fairbanks determined to pur- abroad program to join 38 chambers for a few days, 
sue his interest in environmen- other students (including Jack where she sat in on several in­
tal and energy law, despite the Lane and Andy Hilton of U/B teresting cases. 
fact that en route he learned of Law) chosen to participate in On weekends and during her 
a delay in construction of the clinical programs. Before spare time, Kathy took excur­
Alaskan gas pipe line, an departing, Kathy had been in- sions to Oxford and Cam­
economic development which terviewed by Syracuse and bridge, visited Stratford-on­
was sure to adversely affect placed with the firm of Alex- Avon, toured Windsor Castle, 
the legal job market in the ander Johnson, a three-office and attended the theatre . 
state. London firm, which is compris- Throughout her stay in London 
After setting up interviews ed of 3 solicitors. she resided near Hyde Park in 
at four Fairbanks law firms According to O'Garra, her South Kensington, a drastic 
where he left his resume for first task on the job was to contrast to London's East End 
further consideration, Rob in- understand the structure of where her firm was located. 
quired at the State Cour- British legal practice. A client Before flvif}.&#;>.ack to the U.S., 
thouse, where he was informed wishing to bring suit in a British she jaunted:,(o Paris for a few 
by the District Attorney's of- court must first approach a days as well. 
fice that jobs were only solicitor, who conducts all pre- "It was an unforgettable 
available for third -year trial discovery and filing of cultural and intellectual ex­
students who could be cer- motions . Once a trial date is perince that I recommend to 
tified to make courtroom ap- set, the solicitor must contact all U/B students," exclaims 
pearances. He then approach- a barrister to try the case in Kathy. 
ed the presiding judge· of the court. Although both solicitors 
Superior Court, the state's 
highest trial court and ap-
pellate court, where he was ·New Waves 
told the same thing. Un­
daunted, Rob decided to ap­
proach law fil'llls directly and Buffalo Band A-nd 
trust to luck. 
"It's simply a matter of be­
ing in the right place at the Schuper House .Fold 
right time," declares 
Turkewitz . When he walked •in-
to · the firm of Cowper and 
Madson, they reviewed his by Jud Weiksnar trendy as the Continental, the 
writing sample, resume, and a Schuper House was a popular 
brochure on U/B Law School Remember last year when hangout for many law 
which had been provided to you used to check out the students. It was a laid back, 
Rob by Alan Carrel, and hired Courier Express Weekend sec­ unassuming, neighborhood bar 
Rob on the spot. tion to see if Pauline and the where one could hear 
Because Cowper and Mad­ Perils were playing at the everything in the way of enter­
son is a small firm - two part­ Schuper House? Well, you'd tainment from poetry readings 
ners and one associate - and better start looking elsewhere and chamber music to 
because both partners were for entertainment. While the bluegrass and New Wave. 
often out of town on business fate of the Courier is · still i.n One of the regular acts at 
- Cowper is Democratic can­ doubt, it appears that in the Schuper House was the dance­
didate for-Governor of Alaska space of two months, Buffalo rock band, Pauline and the 
-: Rob was afforded the op­ has lost at least two of her Perils. A favorite of many law 
portunity to hande much of most venerable institu ­ students, the group split _up 
the firm's work in criminal law. tions-Pauline ;m.d the Perils after .a .fare)YeH ~ooce,:t, JU:¾r 
He was ~esponsible for inter­ and the Schuper Hous~ . . 29th.,.. Jhe Perils <;onti~e-'to • 
&,eltr'i,d li 11ts,ir.writl1.'g briefs The .Schuper Ho~se•; a . p1ay ·a,o~md town with a new 
ana motions, _and teaching centur.y-old former speakeasy drummer and sans _Paulin_e, 
himsdf ~~gh Alaskan law to on Niagara Street, went under who will probably surface 
fill in any gaps between first­ in mid-August due to financial soon with a new band. As she 
year curriculum and what was difficulties . Though not as put it, "I know what I want, ~u,! 
necessary to successfully tune- swank as the Marriott or as I don't know where to find it. 
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·Law Students ·Get Settled In New Ho·mes 
continued from page 4 
roommates, particularly 
freshmen. "I wouldn't go near 
the dorms,'' said Mark Katz, 
who noted that two law 
students in his section had 
both been assigned roommates 
and given a hard time when 
they asked to move in wjth 
each other. Jeff Kadushin add-
ed that "I was originally going 
to live on campus, until I 
found out I had been.assigned 
to a four person room with 
three freshmen. roommates. 
For a university • this large, 
graduate hq1,1s,ing is, t,~.'(. 
A~oci~e~oo~~rn~ctor 
Gary Soehner. explained that 
while the university does not 
have buildi~gs set aside ~ole!y 
hours." He said that even if 
freshmen were assigned to 
study halls because they were 
the only housing available, 
rather than from choice, they 
would still have to comply 
with the quiet hour regula-
tions. He continued that while 
there are inevitably some pro-
blems involved when 
undergraduates ·and graduate 
students· are as$jgned to the 
same halls, "it depends on the 
m.aturify level :of,the students. 
· _Neitl)e_r .. gra;duate , nor 
,1,mdergraduate sJuden~ !lave a 
high. Theoretically, graduate 
students might be better able 
; to handle finding off-campus 
housing than undergraduates." 
Students who have settled 
into the dorms are adjusting. 
Marc Garber commented that 
"it's not bad _ except when 
undergra~uates want to play 
their electric guitars at 8:00 in 
the morning." And he noted 
that groups of law students liv-
ing together can also "share 
their depression.'' - Deborah 
undergraduates are rowdy." 
She continued that while it 
bothered her at first to find out 
that undergraduates were 
assigned to her residence hall, 
"a lot of law students are upset 
about it. ~ost of us assumed 
we would be together." But, 
she concluded that "I like it. 
I've never lived in a dorm 
before." 
Orientation Committee Co-
Chairperson Jill Paperno sug-
gests that people who haven't 
· Williams added-''.it's wery,con- • found h01,1sin&-r,ear the Main 
ven ient, . ,,even , if, . ., the · Street Caihpu~ ~h~ck the hous-· 
! fTIP.n,o~IVi ~,;I f IT!ilfMfl~¥-1·1, tile .. .- ,, ,, 1,1>'• '"' _. , . , , . ·• " , , )'i " ! I 'f•_::,;_~·:,~;;.;\,h;:,• . 
a¥~~~~ere~re~~~~ --
with noise.even on floors com-
posed en~irely of graduate 
stud~nts. Mr.-Soe~ner.c~n«lud- . 
, . for graduate students, certain . ed, solT)e· question has been 
residence halls are termed 
study halls, and all students in 
them must subscribe to "quiet 
continued from page 1 
political premises." In descri~ 
ing his own political orienta­
tion, Binder placed himself 
"roughly on the left." He 
declined to be more specific 
because he said that all of his 
work represents his political 
values. 
Although Guyora admits 
that his one published article 
has been - in the criminal law 
field, he is also interested in 
comparative and consitutional 
law. He's especially interested 
in the European philosophical 
tradition which has entered the 
curriculum of American law 
s.chools, in the form of critical 
· ·legal studies. 
According to Binder, this 
movement " examines existing 
bodies of legal theory in search 
of doctrinal contradictions 
which serve as a general criti­
que of the legitimacy of the 
legal system." Because U.B. is 
known as " one of the prover­
bial hotbeds of critical legal 
thinking," Binder was anxious 
to teach here. 
Guyora is currently working 
raised whether. we should be 
housing graduate students at 
all, with freshmen demand so 
on a paper that deals with con­
stitutional law and public 
policy . The "noteworthy 
feature" of this paper, accor­
ding to Binder, is that it pro­
poses as educational voucher 
system in which the value of 
the voucher~ varies with the 
race and socioeconomic 
background of the students 
participating. This system 
represents a form of affir­
mative action which would 
result in greater ca.sh 
disbu.rsements to those schools 
having a higher percentage of 
minority students. The paper 
evaluates this proposal in 
terms of the constitutional 
issues which are raised. ,, 
Guyora has found life in Buf­
falo very different from .what 
he's used to. 
For one th.ing, he never had a 
driver's license before this 
summer. Now, he finds he 
needs to drive virtual ­
ly everywhere. He hopes to 
find a jazz club in the area, but 
right now he spends his free 
time "driving from Dairy 
Queens t0 bowling alleys to 
K-Mari." 
Course Boycott 
continued from page 1 
At Harvard, Muhammed 
Kenyatta, a 37-year old 
second-year law student and 
president of the school's 
J::hapter of BLSA, called for 
o rga n i zed resistance . to 
Greenberg's appointment to 
teach the anti-discrimination 
law course. BLSA issued a 
statement which called the 
choice of Greenberg "especial-
ly inapprop~iate" in light of his 
"adamant refusal to relinquish 
directorship of the NAACP 
Legal Defense Fund to a black 
attorney." 
The Third World Coalition 
of 60. The issue appears to be 
the ability of a white professor 
to effectively teach a course 
oh civil rights. While Harvard 
Law School's administration ·is 
taking no official stance regar-
ding the boycott, Dean 
Vorenberg has been quoted as 
saying that "it works against, 
not tor, shared goals ot rac1a1 
and social· justice." The law 
school's newspaper, the 
Record, reports that · general 
student reaction to the boycott 
is that it is a "ridiculous" way_ . 
to express dissatisfaction with 
Harvard's hiring practices and 
concern that it may adversely 
released a declaration that "it . affect future faculty hiring 
is extremely important that 
(the course) be taught by an in-
structor who can identify and 
empathize with th~ s_odal, 
cu It u r a I, econo·m i c and 
political experiences of the 
Third World community." 
T hese organizations' 
challenges exte·nd beyond 
criticism .of the law sGhool's 
failure to have more than two 
blac1ts' on its full-time faculty 
patterns. 
Oil Septe~_ber _10, BLSA 
voted to .continue its boycott 
of Creehberg's ~las_s. 
Noneth~l.ess, the,,course 1s still 
scheduled ~o be taught by both 
Greer:,berg and Chambers dur-
ing an intensive three-w~ek 
January mini-term and ~ hi~h 
enrollment, absent minority 
students, is anticipated by the 
administration. 
.. . . . . . _·-~··. ~- ~~: . .o '·.T ·· :·  .· t A · . · ,;, · ._, 
·. . .n ,, 'a~ge .· g·atnr·' . 
. , . , • 
BRC students had no cause for concern on 3 
of the six essay questions on the July 1982 
New York Bar Exam, because Joe Marino, Sr., 
a vi~ual legend in New York bar review ·(with 
over 35 years of experience) thoroughly 
analyzed the issues that appeared on those 
questions during the bar review lectures. 
BRC's amazing ability to "predict" many bar 
exam issu~s is only. ·one of the critical ·· 
difference~ that give our students a 
competitive edge qn the exam. Ask a BRC 
representative for others. 
For more information see -the following 
campus representatives. 
Scott Nadel Diane Martin Andrea Sanders Mike Rosenbaum 
Joe McBride Al Solarz (Ms.) Sidney Hodges john Gibson 
Keith Bond Kenna Brown Joe Saf(,oti Marc Fuhrman 
, Al Mokhibar E.d Robinson Sondy Blitz Tim Sheehan 
Rick Juda Pat Higgins Mary Salhus Bruce Schonberg 
Mary ldzior 
.. 
uar110•JOSCphsoo/BRC 
·· ••••·=~~!I l•lltcs Coarse and 
·II•••••••• are ••••n for ■o 
ADDll'IOIIAL COST 0■ DEPOSIT. 
•••1t•r• for yourself. _ 
·w.1.l.lll.l.l.ll.l.ll.l.l~.llll'~~I.I.II.II.I.II.I.I.I.III_. 
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ing office, and put up signs 
around the law school 
mailroom. She also suggested 
that students might want to 
live further down Main Street, 
and take a bus to the campus. 
The law school Housing 
Committee is already thinking 
ahead to next year's first year 
class. "Next year, we're going 
to get the housing memo out 
earlier, and compile a how-to­
look-for-housing-handbook," 
said -Kevin Tr.ippi. However, he 
concluded, · "There's only so 
muc~ we can do.." . . 
..- ,_ _·. ·. •. -'• a - ·, 
• 
LAW STUDENTS 
Statement of Opinion 
Policy and Principles Applications for 
Student A~tiVity 
' tThe Opinion is the student run newspaper of the State 
University at Buffalo Law School. Holidays, exams 
and finances permitting, the Opinion will be Fee Waivers 
distributed every second Tuesday throughout the 
school year. Fall '82.. 
Editorial decisions are made by the Opinion Staff, 
who are those persons who have had three or more 
articles or graphics published by the Opinion during 
the course of the school year. These elections are held 
towards the end of the spring semester. Available 9/27 - 10/4 
The Opinion welcomes copy from all those who care .Room 101, O'Brian Hall 
to submit it. Deadline for printed material is Monday 
noon, the week prior to publication. All articles should (SBA Office) . 
be typed, double spaced. 
Return by 12:00 noon 
10/4 
Rape Awareness Week 
Sept. 20-24, 1982 
Sponsored by Erie County Citizen 's Committee on Rape 
and Sexual Assault 
The Volunteer Supportive Advocate Program 
and SUNY at Buffalo Faculty of 
Law and Jurisprudence 
Mock Rape Trial 
Friday Sept. 24th 7:00 p.m. 
Moot Court O'Brian Hall 
Sports Editor Glenn Frank 
This is our sports editor. Trouble is, he's a little bitParticipants: choosy when it comes to teams. He'll only watch 
the Sabres when they're playing.the Rangers, andHerald Price Fahringer, Jr. 
he'll only go to Rich when the Raiders are in town.Albert Ranni That's why we need your help. If you swear by the 
Sabres or brag about the Bills, write about them 
for us. Because he won't. Or, help him write about 
any of the other sports in Buffalo or at U/B. He 
can't do it all by himself. 
Richard Arcara 
I J _I 1 •• ' Contact Glenn Frank, Sports Editor, by calling 
833-1504 or putting a message in Box number 655. 
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Opinion asked each ~andidate to submit statements in support. of his or her candidacy. We 
~lso mctde ~pace available f_or those wanting their picture in the paper. Not all of those runn­
ing for_ office ch~se to avail themselves of this service. We have therefore printed a com-
plete hst of candidates below. ·' 
President: Jill Paperno 
Rob T erkewitz 
· Keith Martin 
1st Yr. Director: Robert Sant 2nd Yr. Director: K. Brian Collins 
Andy Viets Andrew Hilton 
Terri Foster Frank Cecere 
Susan Kozinn Clare Piro 
Vice President: Ron Osson Richard Murphy Bob Reden 
Chris Fink . . David Cass Kathleen O'Hara 
Hollie Levine Bruce Schonberg 
Richard Cottlieb Len Gulino 
Liz Carcia Daniel Pease 
Secretary: Anne Carberry 
3rd Yr. Director: Julia Carver 
Treasurer: Mark Fuhrman John Stegmayer 
Creg Phillips- Jeff Eisenberg 
Scott Nadel 
FSRB: John Stegmayer Carmelo Batista. Jr. 
John Hains Jeff Shein 
Mary Gehl Rich Wiebe 
David Allen Cass 
First Year Diredor 
Rather than elaborating 
about my past ac­
complishments which make 
me "qualified" to be a member 
of SBA. I have decided to tell 
you about me as a person. and 
~.why I want to be elected. 
- For starters, I am a poet. 
"How I Loved Her" 
In the delestical spheres of the 
universe 
we are but minute, 
ephemeral beings. 
As such, how can we dare to 
dissect and 
define our 
existence . . .reducing our lives 
to a mere epithet -
When it is not our existence, 
but our 
complexities that make us 
human 
in the first place. 
The constellations of each of 
us, so 
contradistinctive yet so con-
gruous 
are vague and uncertain. 
To control and manipulate, not 
only our 
actions, but our thoughts 
and 
feelings as well, is our goal. 
We are cautious, afraid to 
acknowledge 
such enigmas as love. 
But where is ecstasy without 
pain? 
Pain is at least a reality. 
Love, if found, serendipitous. 
When I touched you deep in-
side, , 
Something beautiful ensued. 
Yet, I feel the sadness, along 
with the ecstasy 
Knowing the encounter, like 
life, is brief . 
Aher all, aren't I only human? 
This poem. which I wrote 
last week, exemplifies my 
romantic, emotional inclina­
tions, as well as my yearning 
for "the truth" . My deep 
thoughts can definitely be 
categorized as idealistic . 
However. I do not let my 
idealism interfere with my day 
to day understanding of the 
complexities of contemporary 
society. An example of this is 
my views concerning fiscal 
policy. In this respect I am ex­
tremely conservative. I do not 
believe. in wasting money. If 
elected to SBA, I will try to 
make certain that our money is 
not spent frivolously . 
I am · running for SBA 
because as an undergraduate I 
was not involved in the elected 
·student government, and 
regretted it. I do not want to 
have those same regrets again. 
Naturally, I need your votes 
to get elected; however, even 
if you do not vote for me, it is 
imperative that you do vote. 
Thank-you for taking the 
time to read this. 
Liz Garcia 
First Year Director 
As first year law students, 
we are often confused. 
frustrated and overworked. 
One reason for this may be a 
lack of perspective concerning 
the law school experience as a 
whole. If we were assigned 
faculty advisors. to guide us 
•through our first year and offer 
suggestions for our second and 
third years. we would surely 
gain valuable insights which 
would lessen the burden of 
uncertainty and free us to deal 
more successfully with the 
rigors of the legal education 
itself. First-year counseling 
should include a discussion on 
the selection of seminars 
which would provide us with 
maximum potential in the.job 
market. We should have some 
indication of which courses are 
mandatory after the first year 
and keep current on job pros-
pects . Most importantly, time­
ly advisement will enlighten us 
concerning activities at the 
law school. If we start out con­
fused, chc1nces are that many 
aspects of our lega l education 
will never be clarified. Advise­
ment should begin when we 
begin. . 
I am a graduate of Herbert 
H. Lehman Cullege (CUNY.). 
where I was a student 5enator 
and executive board member 
of the student government. 
While working as a Registered 
Nurse. I was the delegate for 
the nurses'bargaining unit. rhe 
leadership and organizational 
skil ls I gained through past in­
volvement in student and com­
munity activities will serve me 
well as a first year director in 
the Student Bar Association. 
Richard E. Gottlieb 
First Year Director 
Let's face it: there is little 
chance that, as first year 
students, we can really unders-
tand the workings of this 
school; I know I don't. Equally 
probable in this scenario is 
that no more than a few of the 
candidates have ever even met 
you. So, based on this, how and 
why do yo~ -vote? 
That part is actually simple. 
The six people you elect will, 
in all likelihood. be dedicated 
· and responsible to their posi-
tions; their interest in running 
is one indicator of that dedica-
tion . Your decision rests upon 
the more difficult task of 
deciding which of us is best 
without knowing any of us on a 
more than superfkial level. 
My background includes 
positions in students govern-
ment, dormitory activities, and 
also within my undergraduate 
fraternity . This experience has 
given me an understanding for 
the need to organize activities 
beyond the ·rigors of school . 
First year students, especially, 
need to meet and socialize 
with each other. Academically, · 
confusio n over summer Holly S. Levine 
employment appears to be an First Year Director 
area that needs some rectifica­
tion . The role of the Student Bar 
The SBA is an important Association and of its officers 
decision-making body. Its of­ and representatives is to 
ficers and directors head com- · equ itably disburse our man­
mittees that decide how your datory student activity fee 
money will be spent and even among the various student 
what courses you will take in organiztions and to pre,,.ent 
the future. To be interested in student concerns to ad­
this role is to show concern for ministration and faculty. 
your own future endeavors. I These two duties are as s;,.· 
believe I can make the SBA pie as they may seem. The stu­
work to your advantage. dent body of the law school is 
diverse. It is important that 
Susan Kozinn SBA ensures that funding is 
First Year Director distributed fairly among the 
variety of student groups and 
Hello. My name is Susan that when it sponsors events 
Kozinn and I am a first ,year such as films or social gather­
law student here at U.B. Yes. ings. that these events are at­
we are in this together! Among tractive to all sectors of the 
other things, I'm sure you have student body. 
noticed the vast diversity of The SBA should also serve to 
students in our first yt>ar class. present concerns to faculty 
I think that can only work for and administration. One way 
our benefit - as we ledrn from in which this can be done is by 
each other and share our presenting ideas for new pro­
varied experiences. We need to grams. Why not tap the urgent 
bring our class sections need of the Buffalo communi­
together to have an active ty for legal services in the area 
voice in school policy and of landlord/tenant law? A 
extra-curricular activities. A clinic in this field would pro­
strong first year boJrd of direc­ vide not only a needed service 
tors in the SBA is necei;sary to to the community. but also a 
make sure that we get the most valuable experience for those 
out of the time (and money) we interested in legal services 
will be spending here at U.B. employment. 
Academically an~ socially, an As an undergraduate 
active SBA will' assure us that member of SUNY-Albany's 
there is life outside of the Feminist Alliance and of 
classroom! SASU's Women's Caucus Con­
I think the SBA should be ference. I had many dealings 
spending our money for our in­ with the Student Association. I 
terests and benefit. My par­ am well aware of how impor­
ticipation in student govern­ tant it is that student govern­
ment and various academic ments remain responsive to the 
committees has proven to me entire student body, not just to 
that a class representative • specialized constituencies. If 
must remain open and recep­ elected 1st Year Director. I will 
tive to the needs and requests make more than a " good faith 
of the student body. As a first effort•· to remain responsive to 
year SBA director, I will want the interests of all the 
to hear your views and work members of my class. 
with your suggestions. I know I 
Richard Murphyhave the interest. time, and 
· energy to help the SBA work First Ye~r Director 
1 for us. Thank you. 
September 21, 1912 
.Martin 
Rob Turkewtiz for President 
We constantly ask 
ourselves, what do we wish to 
achieve here at Buffalo Law. 
For one thing, we want to have 
an enjoyable experience while 
getting the best education 
possible to help guide us into 
our future careers. We slowly 
slip through our first year and 
into our second, before we 
know it, we are faced with the 
prospect of leaving our sterile 
environment where we learned 
of how things ought to be, and 
are faced with a competitive 
and unpredictable world -
the way things really are. I feel 
very fortunate to be at Buffalo 
Law because it possesses three 
very positive features that 
maygive us all a better 
awareness of what we can 
achieve; first is a very flexible 
faculty, sensit ive to the 
students' needs; second,. is a 
dynamic and ambitious stu­
dent body; and third, a highly 
rated law school which has 
been recently reorganized into 
the SUNY system, and is still 
establishing new po1icies. All 
of these factors add up to suc­
cess. 
We need to establish a new 
awareness among ourselves. 
This awareness is called self­
help and it entails setting 
policies that will mutually 
benefit every one of us in the 
years to come. Presently, for 
all of us here, law school is an 
integral part of our lives and 
we will all rely on it to help us 
in the future. Anything we do 
now to improve our school 
.will, needless to say, enhance 
our potential for success. We 
need to establish policies that 
will allow us to work together 
in building the law school's 
reputation and help increase 
our quality of education. In ad­
dition, we need to inform the 
public and potential 
employers about our school's 
effective method of preparing 
its students. Finally, and most 
importantly, we need to in­
crease our school spirit and 
sense of loyalty to our law 
school. In achieving these 
goals we need to open our 
horizons and escape the SUNY 
system state of mind where 
bureaucracy controls. In work­
ing together for our school, we 
are working for the success of 
our futures . We must act 
together, and I feel that, the 
SBA is the proper forum in for­
mulating such policies. It is the 
SBA that can help initiate pro­
grams and fund existing ones 
Paperno 
that would enable students to 
get the experience, so essential 
in the job market. It is the SBA 
that can strengthen the bonds 
of our alumni association that 
would allow it to work for 
studentsl as well as graduates. 
It is the SBA that help us all 
have an enjoyable time at Buf­
falo Law while getting the best 
education possible. 
I am a second year student. 
Last year, I was actively involv­
ed in SBA. With my experience 
and enthusiasm, I feel that I 
can provide the SBA with the 
leadership that will enable us 
all to achieve our goals. 
Jill Paperno for President 
My name is Jill Paperno and 
I'm running for the position of 
President of the Student Bar 
Association. As one of the 
three summer orientation co­
chairs, I have become familiar 
with many student interests 
and law school organizations. I 
have been involved with 
Distinguished Visitors Forum, 
National Lawyers Guild and 
Women Law Students Associa­
tion. 
My interest in school policy 
and student involvement has 
also been demonstrated by my 
attendance at meetings about 
the Legal Methods program 
and interviews with candidates 
for faculty ·positions . Last 
spring I was selected by the 
SBA first year directors to 
become a first year director. 
In the past year I have seen 
the SBA fulfill a number of 
functions. It has maintained 
student involvement in the 
SBA Committees and student­
faculty committees. It has 
responded to university and 
state crises relating to all 
students, such as funding cuts 
and the closing of Squire Hall. 
It has facilitated law s:::hool 
sports competition. And it has 
thrown parties. 
It is important that the SBA 
continue in these. roles. The 
SBA has become best known 
for its social role. As we all 
know, parties are an important 
break . from the law school 
grind. It is equally important 
however, that the Student Bar 
Association assess and actively 
further the academic and 
career interests of law 
students. 
As an SBA candidate I have 
received many suggestions for 
future SBA activities. As presi­
dent I will work for changes in 
Turkewitz 
the curriculum so that a stu­ interests throughout the legal, tivities and services which br­
dent's selection of classes will non-legal and university com­ ing the students- together and 
not be an exercise in futility. I promote a sense of communitymunities. This is largely an ad­
will also pursue a suitable area . among us. We're here to studyministrative role in which the 
for ·child care. In addition to · association acts as a sounding the law, and w.ork hard, but 
these goals, I hope to make the board for the concerns and we're aiso here· to e·njoy. I 
SBA's activities more familiar problems we face as tuition­ recognize this and hope to in­
to the student body, so that paying members of the New itiate the type of activities 
students will be better inform­ York State University system, which the students believe are 
ed and SBA will be more ac­ and as future members of an enjoyable and worthwhile. 
cessible. important and widely SBA under my leadership will 
respected profession. Before be responsive to all of the 
we step out into that profes- . students. 
Keith Martin for President sional world we need to 
I have been active in manyreceive a solid education. SBA 
organi"zations. As an undergradThe Student Bar Association must actively participate in 
at Albany State I served onmust remain a visible and policy decisions which may af­
·several housing quadrangleresponsive portion of our law fect the quality of that educa­
committees. I chaired oneschool. community. In order to tion. After we gain our degrees, 
. such committee, the Specialdo so, the leaders of the we hope that our diligence as 
Events Committee, whichassociation must not only students and the reputation of 
usually managed dorm parties.reco1tnize the extent of their our law school will carry each 
Here ln Buffalo I recentlyobligations to their fellow of 'us to our respective goals. 
· helped out in the Orientationstudents, but they must also The SBA must promote this 
program.work together to ensure that law school's reputation in such 
As SBA President, I will meetthese obligations are met in a a way that it is commensurate 
the requirements which I haveresponsible, representative with the quality of students it 
set forth. I will always repre­manner. turns out. For this, visibility 
sent the law students in aI believe there are two major and integrity in SBA leadership 
responsible manner, and hopeobligations which the .Student are essential. 
Bar Association has towards ,. to make everyone's law school 
each and every one of us. First, Second, the Student Bar experience enjoyable asas 
it must promote the students' Association must provide ac- possible. 
Opinion El'ection S·upplement 
Anne Carberry for Secretary 
My name is Anne Carberry. I 
am a second year student and 
am running for Secretary of the 
Student Bar Association. I am 
a 1981 graduate of SUNY at 
Albany, a former New York 
State Assembly intern, and am 
currently serving.as a Director 
· of the Buffalo Public Interest 
~aw Program and an Officer of 
the International Law Society. 
As a candidate for SBA of­
fice, I have several ideas about 
what an active SBA could ac­
complish. 
The social climate of the law 
school .must be improved. A 
more cohesive social life for 
students will make their years 
at UB Law more enjoyable and 
will additionally establish a 
network of friends and con­
tacts which will be useful in 
the students' careers. The SBA 
could foster this type of at­
mosphere by sponsoring law 
school hours at the new gym­
nasium, organizing a "cultural 
calendar" for Buffalo which 
would highlight various up­
coming concerts, nightclub 
shows, plays, etc., and 
establishing law school happy 
hours at local pubs. 
Although I'll be the first to 
admit that the names on my Stegmayerpetition weren't alphabetized, 
my organizational skills are 
just about as strong as my 
desire to serve . 
Carberry 
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Ronald Otsan · fice of Vice President because 
Vice President I feel I have the experience, 
motivation, and knowledge of 
My name is Ronald Ossan how a student government can 
and I'm running for ~ Vice­ best refJect the abilities; and 
President of the Student Bar fulfill the needs, of a school 
Association (SBA). My past ex­ such as ours. 
perience in student activities As an undergraduate 
at the law school includes: first served on the Executive Board 
year SBA. director, member of of our University Senate and as 
the Special Program Admis­ a member of the residence 
sions Committee, and group staff for three years. In law 
leader at this year's orienta­ school I've served on the ad­
tion. My experiences in these missions committee. I hope to 
activities have given me great be able to make my experience 
insight and knowledge about and motivation work for the 
the inner workings of the Law Student Bar Association. 
School. The Student Bar 
Association should. be 
accountable to the entire stu­
dent body and your participa­
tion in the voting process will 
guarantee that accountability. Gregory T. Phillips for 
I urge you to vote for the can­ Treasurer 
didate of your choice and 
make the SBA work for you. I am Greg Phillips and I am 
Because of .my background I running for SBA Treasurer 
believe that I am the most because I believe that my work 
qualified candidate running on the Finance Committee last 
for the p·osition of Vice­ year gives me the experience 
President. I am asking for your needed to be a fair, effective 
vote. ,Treasurer. 
The SBA Constitution gives 
Christop_her Fink the Treasurer primary respon­
Vice President sibility for the fiscal affairs of 
the entire SBA, and of each of 
A good student government the 19 student clubs and com­
needs to address three areas of mittees. ·1n over-seeing a 
concern. First is enjoyment. It $32,000 budget, the Treasurer 
should try to ,nake the law is empowered to audit the ac­
school experience as much fun counts of every student 
as possible. Next, student organization, and publish mon­
government should provide thly treasury statements detail­
education for the students. ing how your Student Activity 
Through activities students Fee is spent. 
should learn those things that 
books alone cannot teach. The Treasurer also chairs the 
Lastly, a student government Finance Committee, the stu­
should promote the school and dent committee which 
the students it represents. ultimately apportions funds . 
r think the greatest resource among student organizations, 
that the Buffalo School of Law after holding hearings in the 
has is its students. As a spring. . 
member of last year's Faculty­ As an active member of last 
Student Admissions Commit­ year's Finance Committee, I · 
tee I had the privilege of really worked closely with the pre­
getting to know what kind of sent SBA Treasurer in an effort 
students this school is compris­ to divide a fixed sum of money 
fairly among the many deserv­ed of. 
The students here are not ing groups. This experience 
only very intelligent, but also gives me the knowledge of the 
aims and goals of the variousvery well rounded. A strong 
student government, I feel, stl(dent groups necessary to 
enable me to distribute· fun­could bring these tremendous 
ding based on merit and need, resources together for the 
and to try to prevent any in­benefit of all. 
crease in the amount of yourThrough educational, 
recreational, and social pro­ Activity Fee. 
gramming I think the potential 
of the Buffalo School of Law Every law student con­
tributes to the SBA treasurycan be realized. 
Further, through outreach and therefore deserves a 
and student-faculty relations I Treasurer ·willing to devote 
feel that the student govern­ enough time to do the job 
ment can be influential in mak­ right, ~ith tbe experience to 
ing it known to the outside accomplish the job fairly. I ask 
you ·to help me by voting forhow talented the students here 
are. Greg Phillips for SBA 
I decided to run for the of- Treasurer. 
Phillips 
-
Marc Fuhrman for Treasurer college. I served as an assistant one of my pr.imary goals will 
accountant for New York be to establish an association 
Hi, my name is Marc City's Division of Financial of students in the various pro­
Fu.~rman, and I am running for Management during my fessional studies at UB. What I 
the position of Treasurer of the. sophomore year, and as a ,. would like to see arise from 
Student Bar Assocition. bookkeeper for New York this association ·in addition to 
As an undergraduate with a City's Police Recreation Resort parties and dances, are an 
degree in Accounting my ambi­ during my junior year. From inter-disciplinary intramural 
tions were focused in the these jobs I gained the skills league, and an organized stu­
diverse directions of tax law which are necessary, in part, to dent body who will represent 
and tennis. However, as the . serve your interests best. I said the interests of all the graduate 
years passed, wit~out an in­ "in part" because it is also students. Hopefully, through 
vitation to Wimbleton or necessary for me to come to this last function of the 
Forest Hitls, I began to realize the board, with not only the association we can raise a 
that I should follow my skills of an accountant, but louder voice when the govern­
father's advice. So I cut my with the drive and ideas to ment tries to cut our loans or 
hair and tossed aside my work for the best interests of faculty. I would be delighted 
sneakers, and entered an in­ the student body. to serve you as Treasurer of 
ternship program through my the SBA this year. Thank you . As a member of the board, 
Opinion Election Supplement 
Carmelo Batista, Jr. 
Third Year Director 
As a candidate for third year 
director, I bring to the · SBA 
views which are multi­
dimensional in scope: Views 
that would encompass the ma- . 
jority and minority factions in 
the law school . 
Having gained a significant 
amount of "organizational" 
experience as President of 
HANALSA, and also being a 
member of the Special Admis­
sions Committee, I have learn­
ed a great deal as to how the 
SBA operates. Thus, this will Batista 
enable me to adequately 
represent the diversified i~ 
terests of the third year class in 
any given committees in which 
I profess my interest, such ~s: 
Finance Committee, Special 
Admissions Committee, Mit­
chell Lecture, etc. 
Jeff Eisenberg 
Third Year Director 
My name is Jeff Eisenberg 
and I am running for the posi­
tion of Third Year Director. 
Last year I was a Second Year 
Director and helped pl.an the 
activities for the _year. I would 
like to work on' the SBA to 
establish some continuity on 
the Board. I would appr_eciate 
your support. Vote Today Until 5 
Eisenberg 
Statements and . Photos of 
1st and 2nd Year Director 
Candidates 
Appear on Page 10 
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·As a first year director I will on how to prepare for finals justices. If "justice i·s truth in 
work towards providing many would be helpful. action" as Benjamin Disraeli 
athletic, sociar, and academic A riders board should be set would have it, then our truth is 
events for the first year Law up so that people without cars even less pure and simple than 
School class. As president of can find people in their sec­ we would like to believe. It is 
my college dormitory I helped tions who live near them and in. a sorry state of existence 
organize all of the dorm;s can give them a lift to school. that we oc<;:upy this part of the 
events and I feel this ex- · Before our breaks a riders universe. So little has been 
perience will help me in board should be set up to help learned. So little is understood. 
.Whether wisdom comes by suf­organizing this year's ac- people find rides home. 
tivities. I believe my ideas will help fering is rather questionable. 
naments in softball, football, make our first year of Law One wonders what has 
basketball, and volleyball School easier. and more en­ changed since Shakespeare 
could be set up for those who 
want to participate. These 
tournaments could involve in° 
dividual student teams and Election ··supp/ement
section teams. 
Schonberg Socially, I would work for as 
joyable. had Marc Antony utter "Omany events as possible to judgement, thou art t.led tohelp people from the different brutish beasts, And men havesections meets each other. A ' Andy H. Viets 
lost their _reason!" For most,picnic for our class _could be first Year Director 
everyday has become the Idesheld during the warm weather', 
and during the winter we could . · ·oscar Wilde once wrote that of March. Yet if Petronius Ar­
" truth is never pure, and rarely biter _is right, " the mind longshave happy hours at different 
for wht it has missed." It wouldlocal bars, mixers and a for, simple." In light of these 
mal. words, perhaps it should be be far from right to lay 
Academically, think said that the central purpose ourselves down. Though there 
behind this is to place may be minute basis foJseveral lectures on topics that 
heightening belief, it is to somewould help first year students something with the ap­
should be arranged. Among pearance of significance on a hardly a matter of choice. It is 
not only for Hamlet to ques­these could be a lecture by the resume. Nevertheless, one can 
placement office on summer hope. No matter. In this tirlle 'it tion "Whether 'tis nobler in the 
job opportunities. Also a lec­ is found that few tears are shed mind to suffer the slings and 
ture by some upper classmen over even the greatest of in- arrows of outrageous fortune, 
Viets Or to take arms against a sea 
of troubles, And by opposing 
end them?" The mission, or 
what is left of it, is not yet 
complete. 
Rob Sant 
First Year Director 
I understand that I'm allow­
ed 250 words to cover my opi­
nion, but my platform rests on 
short speeches, so I don't think 
I'll be needing that much' 
space. 
~ike all first year students, 
I'm a rookie. I'm new here and 
I know very little about Law 
School at this point, but I'm 
-.yilling to learn. I'm running 
because I want to get involved 
and I think Law School can be 
a good time, (see Law School 
Can Be Fun, by Rob Sant, 
$14.95). Though I take my 
studies very seriously, partying 
and sports are definite re­
quirements for success in Law 
School. 
Bruce Schonberg 
Second Year Oirector 
Hi, my name is Bruce 
Schonberg and I am running 
Kozann for 2nd Year Director .Gottlieb 
Well. . . somehow we all sur­
Levine 
Garcia Cass 
vived the trials and tribulations 
of first year. Now it's time for 
. all of us to get involved, and 
try to make some changes in 
our Law School and Society in 
general. 
I hope my experience in Col­
lege Student Government can 
afford me the opportunity to 
help make these changes. I was 
elected to two terms on the 
Student Senate, a term on the 
Supreme Court and served on 
the school 's budget committee 
and Finance Board. 
It appears that the SBA 
needs a little push to become 
an organization committed to 
the ideals of a progressive law 
"community". If elected, I willCandidates Not Photographed 2nd yr. Director.: 
work towards achieving such 
goals.Vice President: Ron Osson 3rd yr. Director: Bob Reden K. Brian Collins' Thank you for yourKathleen O'Hara Andrew Hiltonfulia G_arver time... hope I have yqur sup­
:., Len Gulino Frank CecereFaculty-Student Relations Board: John Hains Scott Nadel port!Daniel Pease Clare PiroMary Gehl Jeff Shein · 
Rich Wiebe 
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WHILE I DE'M<lNBTRATf? 
OUR lOPIC lt)Ol\y 18 THE ANCIENT 
/Vt{) EVER IMPORTANT CE~IIIA~1FfOF~MENT WITH LIVERY OF SIESIN. 
MR O~y, W1LL '°1 ~T 
I, FEUOORA BlfAKACRf, DO HEREBY 
ENFEOFF ™'3 FEOFFEE WITH TH~ 
Cl.OD 3VM80LIZING TI-IE BLEMACRE 
MANOR, AND FLIUHERMORE. EXECUTE 
LM.RY OF ALL FIEF AND ~IESIN TO 
~ AND ~ HBR3. 
I TlilNK I PREFER THE LIFE OF 
A PfA6ANT. 
The Annual Opinion 
RecruitmentParty 
and 
Open House 
will be held from 3:30- 5 today, 
in the Fourth Floor Lounge. 
A ·keg of beer (domestic) ·will be tapped, 
and wine and cheese will be set _out. 
All those .harboring journalistic predilections 
should ~ttend. 
We can't publish without your help. 
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SUSTA Lives... 
continued from page 3 
Unfortunately, there r~­
mains in the system the gross 
inequity which prohibits 
distribution of SUSTA on apro 
rata basis to students who 
receive less than the full $300 
TAP award . This legislative re­
quirement has been attacked 
by the law school annually, 
but to date without success. As 
further developments occur, I 
will keep you posted. 
NDSL Loanstwork Study 
Funding Decreased 
Since 1981, the Nationa I 
Direct Student Loan Program 
has received no federal fun­
ding. As a result, all loan 
disbursements are contingent 
on the availability of money· 
received through loan 
repayments from students who 
have already graduated. The 
net effect is that students who 
are receiving an NDSL check 
this semester or in the Spring 
. can expect the check to be 
anywhere from one to four or 
five months late. Unfortunate­
ly, there is no apparent order 
to the sequence of check 
disbursements so a student 
cannot find out where he or 
she stands on the list. 
However, in an effort to 
reduce the impact of the late 
NDSL checks, the Office of 
Student Accounts has 
developed a procedure 
whereby the NDSL check is 
credited to the student's ac­
count before the Guaranteed · 
Student loan chl!ck is process­
ed. The result is that the 
amount of the student's refund 
from the Guaranteed Student 
loan check is increased by the 
amount of his or her NDSl 
check even before the NDSl 
check arrives. To take advan­
tage of this procedure, 
students ·should go to the Of­
f ice of Student Accounts 
(HAYES A, Main Street Cam­
pus) and ask for the Power for 
Attorney whereby the NDSl 
check is s_igned over to Stu­
dent Accounts, This should be 
done before the student drops 
his Guaranteed loan Check. off 
for processing, to ensure the · 
records are updated accurate­
ly. Students who are · not 
receiving a Gua~anteed Stu­
dent loan or elect not to use 
the above procedure will 
receive notification that 'their 
NDSl loan checks are in by a 
postcard from the Office of 
Student Accounts, beginning 
in mid October. Many first 
semester NDSl checks are like­
ly not to arrive until January, 
so students should plan on 
lengthy delays. 
Work Study funding is com­
pletely disbursed tor the Fall 
and Spring semesters, so no . 
late applications are being ac­
cepted. 
As a special note to all 
students who received an 
NDSL loan as an 
undergraduate, you should be 
aware that you must prove you 
are still in school or you will be 
declared to be in default of 
your NDSl loan. A numbec of 
students have had their 
Guaranteed ·student loan ap­
plication rejected by Albany 
because an NDSL loan was in 
default. Therefore, be sure you 
obtain an NDSL deferment 
form from your undergraduate 
school and submit it to the law 
school admissions and records 
office for completion. This 
should be done every year you 
are in school, since the school 
only verifies your enrollment 
on an annual basis. 
I 
Guaranteed Student Loans 
Remain Widely Available 
The law. school .student's 
favqrite piece of financial aid, 
the SSQOO Guaranteed Student 
Loan (also known as the "bank 
loan" or NYHEAC loan) re­
mains almost as accessible as 
in past .. years. Two changes . 
have occurred. First, if a 
student's family income is over 
$30,000, the student's loan is 
contingent on a Needs 
Analysis . Simply stated, the 
Analysis process says that 
some amount of the family in­
come can go to the student, 
and the student can borrow the 
difference between his 
family's contribution and his 
total cost of going to school, 
which is about $7000 for a 
single student not · living at 
home. Thus many students 
with family incomes over 
$30,000 are still eligible for 
almost the entire $5000, 
especially if there are brothers 
or sisters in college also. Stu­
dents who have not applied for 
the loan because of the needs 
test should see me f~ re 
itemized breakdown of th~ 
family, contribution_ to deter-
mine their loan eligibility. 
The second change requires 
that the amount of the 
Guaranteed Student loan be 
reduced if the student is 
receiving other financial aid, 
(G .I. Bill, tuition waivers, 
NDSL, TAP, SUSTA, etc.) which 
would total more than that stu­
dent's allotted student budget. 
Thus many students receiving 
T.\P, SUSTA and a $2500 NDSL 
loan have had their 
Guaranteed Student · Loans 
reduced to about $3500. 
As in the past, when the stu­
dent receives ' the · loan check 
from the bank, it will be ma~e 
out to SUNY .and the student. 
The checks should be tak~n to 
the Office, of Student Ac­
counts and deposited in the 
special GSL Drop Box after be­
ing endorsed by the student. 
Refunds are being processed in 
about two weeks. 
* * * 
Students who would like fur-
ther information are encourag-
ed to drop by the law school 
financial aid office in Room 
314 O'Brian. Office hours are 
posted on the door, and 
messages slipped underneath 
the door are normally 
answered the_same day. 
RAPE TRIAL 
Harold Price Fahringer and 
Albert Ranni, Assi'stant Di'strict 
Attorney, will be the principal . 
participants in a Mock Rape 
Trial, Friday, September 24, at 
the SUNY/Buffalo Law School. 
The event is scheduled for 7 
p.m. in the Moot Court Room, 
O'Brian Hall, on the Amherst 
Campus. 
The Mock Trial is the 
culminating event of Rape 
Awareness Week ·in· Erie Coun­
ty, September 20-24. The pur- · 
pose of Rape Awareness Week 
is to recognizE! and honor the 
many volunteers who ' have 
assisted rape and sexual 
assault victims'. a·nd · at ' the 
same time, to refocus public 
attention on the magnitude of 
the problem. 
Inauguration 
BUFFALO, N.Y. - The in­
auguration of Dr. Steven B. 
Sample as the 12th president 
of the State Univ.ersitv of New 
York at Buffalo will be held at 
3:00 p.m. Sunday, October 10 
in the Alumni Arena on the 
University's N~rth (Amherst) 
Campus. 
An Inaugural Procession will 
precede the ceremony. More 
than 450 University officials, 
.faculty and staff, as well as 
delegates from other academic 
and professional institutions, 
-learned societies and invited 
guests will march in academic 
robes from the Slee Chamber 
Hall to the Arena. The proces­
sion will begin at 2:50 p.tn . 
Profe~sional Responsibility Exa1u 
(MPRE) 
~~est Date is Friday, November 12 
All Juniors and Seniors may take 
BAR/RIR's MPRE Review Course 
(including books, lectures and testing) 
for NO ADDITIONAL COST by sin1ply 
depositing an additional $50 _toward the final 
balance of your Bar Review Cou-rse. 
For inforn1ation, see one of these BAR/BRI 
Rick Roberts 
Carol Guck 
Jan Davidoff 
Carmelo Batista 
Irene Hirata 
representatives: 
Sara Hunt' 
Chris Renfroe 
Susan Cray-Donadio 
Ann Demopoulos 
Leander Hardaway 
Joe Ruh 
Kim Crites 
Judy Holender 
MoHy Zimmermann 
Tom Grinter 
Steve Sheinfeld 
Mark Reisman 
Julia Carver 
Ron Osson 
Karen Russ 
Jill Paperno 
Jon Solomon 
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Board Releases· Decision 
continued from page 1 . . . • 
which has been .provided the in- ' of issues (Examples A-F m 'Pro-
to student A or student B prior mate.'; 52 N.Y.2d at 800.·(Emphasis fessor's memorandum, and also 
to- ~he _date of Professor--. 's contained in the original.) This analysis represented by similar 
examination, that neither student specific statutory limitation was language, such as Example 4) and 
was ·required to execute an relied on by the Court for its con- the similar choice of cited cases. 
acknowledgement regarding the clusion that knowledge of the pro- These similarities of analysis are 
policy on academic honesty scribed nature of the charged ac- especially convincing where the 
before t_aking the examination, and tiyity alone would not permit analysis is incorrect, irrelevant or 
that neither student was enrolled discipline if the rules had not been based upon a prior identical incor-
in the Law School on April 24, provided the inmate. Counsel has rect assumption or analysis. 
1980, when the Opinion article aJ>- not called our attention to any 16. It is undisputed that student 
peared. similar'statutorvilimitation imposed A and student B both took the ex-
8. Counsel contends that the upon the Law School's disciplinary amination at student A's ap'art-
failure to provide student A and functions, and our careful con- ment. The collaboration we find to 
. student B with actual written sideration of the New York Educa- _have oci;:urred does not seem to us 
notice • of the Standards for tion Law and pertinent regulations to be of the type in which two 
Academic Dishonesty Cases bars has failed to reveal any. students write an entire examina-
the Law Sch09I from impo~ing any tion side by side, making joint 
discipline on -them, even if col- , Further, the law school is involv- statements on each point; it does 
laboration is found to ~ave occur- ed in the process -of. entcy into the seem. to be of the type in which 
red. practice of law, not only by gran- there was a discussion by the stu-
9. The Board makes the follow- .. ting degrees to its graduates, but dent at the beginning of the ex-
ing findini of fact: · a_l_sp bv., . certifying_ .. their. good amination period to determine 
ch·aracter to, bar ·association jointly the relevant issues, 
(a) Professor-·- orally inform­ character com'mittees. 'Thus, there arguments and cases. The students 
ed his class during a regular class can be no complete ·comparison of may then have written the· actual 
period that collaboration was not law student discipline to prison answers independently from that 
permissible on the contracts ex­ discipline or even to that of educa- joint analysis, using the issues and 
amination when he stated that tional institutions in general, arguments developed jointly. This 
" they could use anything that did because of the high standards re- oattern of behavior would be con­
not breathe" in completing the ex­ quired of the profession. " A lawyer sistent with the testimony of a 
amination. Both student A and stu­ shall not . . . Engage in conduct witness who said that student A 
dent B were present during this an­ involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit and student B did not speak to 
nouncement though neither ·has or misrepresentation." Disc. Rule each other " after she woke up ear-
any present recollection of it. A . 1-102(A) (4) " from a profession ly at 10:00 or 11 :00." Such 
witness for student A and student charged with these responsibilities behavior would be consistent with 
B only stated that she could not there must .be exacted those those parts of the examination 
remember such a statement being qualities of truth speaking, of a papers where both students try to 
made. This was quickly followed high sense of honor, of granite discuss the same issue, and one 
by her statement that she was discretion ... that have through student understands the issue, but 
scared to death and did not centuries been compendiously the other does not. Such behavior 
remember details of described as 'moral character'. would also be consistent with the 
Professor--'s statements and Schware v. Bd. of Examiners, 353 appearance of the clearer parallels 
that "it sounds like something he U.S. 232, 247 (1957)(Frankfurter, J. in the easier second question, 
would say." concurring) where there was less opportunity 
for differing factual interpreta­
(b) Student A and student B both 11 . In light of the actual notice tions to produce somewhat dif­
knew at the time they took the concerning the bar to collabora­ ferent discussions of similarly 
contracts examination that col­ tion given orally by chosen issues. 
17. While the examinations have laboration during the examinatin Professor-- to student A and 
would be dishonest. Counsel for student B, the lack of any claim of numerous differences in organiza­
tion and degree of understanding, the students stipulated to this fact reliance by stu~ent A or student B 
during the hearing. on any mistaken belief ,that col­ the overall similarity is striking. In 
laboration on the contracts ex­ Question 11, both examination 
papers march through the same(c) Student A and student B also am inatin was permissible, the 
knew at the time they took the absence of any rule conditioning issues in almost the same order. 
The parallel discussions includecontracts examination that col­ discipline on provision of a written both those cited inlaboration during this examination copy of rules, and in light of the Professor--'s memorandum (Ex­would contravene Law School Law School's responsibility to cer­
ample 4: Is receipt of a check con­Rules. This is stipulated by student tify the good character of its 
sideration? Example D: The rela­A's counsel in his memorandum: graduates, the Board concludes 
tionship between durress and un­
"it is uncontroverted that both that the Law School is not barred 
conscionability. Example E: Return 
students inferred that collabora­ from imposing ·penalities for 
of down payment, Example F: In­tion would be ·in violation of Law unauthorized collaboration in this junctive relief) and those ir1dicated School rules. . . " We conclude case. by Professor's marginal notationthat both students understood that (the list of issues on page 3 ofthe purpose of the contracts ex­ Collilboriltion 49585 and page 7 of 49586 and the
amination was to evaluate their in­
similar analysis of the undue in­: i II nu ii 111 f tiittiiU.tlllll:: 12. University regulations regar­
fluence issue) as well as use oi theding Academic Dishonesty ,
"... the Law adopted by the Faculty Senate in same cases (Arthur Murra y and 
Frosti-Fresh). 1971, provide that no formal deci­School is not 18. The general similarity insion of guilt is to be made except 
choice of issues is most notable inon clea·r and convincing evidence. barred from the remedies proposed in-Question 13. Professor-'s memorandum 
II (Professor's Examples E & F).suggests many parallel uses ofimposing language and analysis in the two Each paper proposes the identical 
six potential remedies, in the same examination papers, but it in­penalties for rough order. It is difficult todicates on its face that it is not a 
believe that any two studentscomplete list of all the similaritiesunathorized work ing completely independent­between them. ly, would produce the same list of14. The Faculty Student Rela­collaboration. ,." tions may in issues or remedies. Nor are theBoard engage in­
=et.Dlllllll I lt!tlllllll711111~ fa cts explained by use of a com­dependent analysis of thedividual ability on the subject, and mon outline, especia_l ly in relationevidence in the record before it .
that there were law school rules to the common approach toThe purpose ot the Board is to
against any academic dishonesty remedies, for the outline does notemploy its own expertise in
which would interfere with that include some remedies advocated, 
resolving disputes. Therefore, the
evaluation. as well as suggesting possible
, Board is not limited to the 
remedies not chosen. arguments presented by10. Counsel relies on the New treatmentProfessor-- , especially when 19. Similarity of is 
York Court of Appeals decision in reinforced as -evidence of col­those arguments are stated to be 
Collins v. N.Y.S. Board of Parole, laboration when the analysis is in­exempletive . The Board can 52 N.Y.2d 798 (1980) in support of develop its own issues from its correct, irrelevant or based upon a 
his argument that failure to pro­ prior identical incorrect assump­own analysis. 
vide the written standards prior to 15. We unanimously find clear tion or analysis. In Question 11, 
and convincing evidence of col­
l&ides 
New 
the contracts examination both examination pape,s raise a_s 
wnishment for col­ an issue the question of wl)i>tht'r
0 laboration between student A and 
student B, based upon the record. The 'case is inapposite. receipt of a check which is not 
York torrection Law later cashed can constitute leGfl\ ,before us. We are not convinced 
byreaulatina inmate disciplines the mere use of similar consideration (Professor's hamp1e 
specifically. provides that "(n)o in· 4). This issue, as noted in Proft>ssor language (Examples 1-5 in Pro­
mate shall be disciplined except -·s memorandum, arises "aftt>r afessor's memorandum, but we are 
for a violation of a published or convinced by the similar analysis similar method of analysis at a 
_posted rule or regulatiof!, a copy of 
•. 
similar .point in both answers. " The ty returned to Maraaret is assumed 
similarity cannot arise from ·use of and used to raise the unjust enrich­
the same outline, for the que~tion· ment problem . Then the sug11es­
does not ·appear in the outl inf' tion of a temporary injunction is 
used ·by the students. added to "prevent. .. Karl from 
selling the land _until t~ese issues
Further, this analysis can be are resolved." While an injunction
reached only by a series of incor­ makes sense .to facilitate return of 
rect analyses, a series so unusual the..property to .Marg~ret, tha_t is 
and incorrect as to constitute a not really the subject of the 
unique re,~soning patteth - one paragraph which suggests ih·e · in­
which is not supported by the junction. 
students' common outline. Ques­
tion II basically involves problems Other oi the arguments in the 
of contract performance or ex­ students' memoranda illustrate 
cuse, not problems of contract for­ this phenomenon where both 
mation. Both students, however, students mention the same issue 
treat it initially as primarily a pro­ and one paper seems to unders­
blem of contract formation tand the issue raised while the because they do not regard the other does not. , Use of material 
signed sale· contract (page 9 of the well by one collaborator and less 
.examination), which was an ex­ well by the other would fit a pat­
ecutory contract at least as to tern of behavior in which both 
Karl, as involving consideration . students discussed issues at the 
Yet their outline specifically states beginning of the examinat ion 
that a promise for a return promise period and then wrote their actual is consideration. It is only making answers using issues and answers
these identical errors that they can spotted in the joint discussion 
even begin to look for alternative 21 . The similarities in (.Juestion
forms of consideration or 11 are more convincing than those 
substitutes for consideration . in the answers to Question I. We 
When they do begin to look for do not find this surprising as Ques­
alternatives, out of all the tion I is the moreharder, com­
possibilities presented by a com­ plicated question. But even those 
plex fact pattern , they both select in Question I are striking. 
receipt of the then uncashed 
check as the only possible alter­ (a) Each oi the examination 
native. Then they both raise, but papers discusses the same issues in 
do not discuss this rule which is the same order at the end o; Ques­
not mentioned in the course or the tion I. (Professor's Examples A-C.J 
outline. Each of these issues discussed br 
both students at the end oi Ques­
If such a unique series of deci­ tion I is unique to this set oi two 
sions concerning what to discuss examination answers (Professor's
had been correct, it would seem memorandum, pages 3-4. ,Ex­
possible without collaboration . amples A-C). 
However, a pathway involving so (b) In Example A, as Professor­
many unusual incorrect twists and points out. it is clear that one stu­
turns is unlikely to be found by dent understands what he is trying
chance by two individuals working to do and the other student does 
independently, especially when not. The same may be true in h ­
the joint outline does not point ample C. 
toward any of the turns taken . (c) Each oi the examination 
papers cites the same iour cases. 
20. In Question II , on each oi and no others, in Question I: Sher­
the parallel discussions one ex­ wood v. v. ·ali..er, Hadle)· 1·. Ba,en­
am in at ion paper uses the dale. Rockingham Count1· 1· . .Luten 
material much less well than the Bridge Co., and Hoi iman 1·. Red 
other. It is not always the same ex­ Ow/ . The students ' common 
amination paper which is weak . outline of contracts runs 23 page, 
But in each instance the weaker and cites dozens oi cases. A sill · 
answe~ • seems of unsure of the dent writing a n examin a tion 
point to be made that it seems sur· always has the choi ce to cite .1 
prising that it appears at all . Pro­ case o r simplv di scuss iss ue 
fessor --·s Example F, the injunc­ without c itation . Independent 
tion point, is an especially good il ­ selection oi the same iour cases. 
lustration . In 4958b the relevant and only those iour, does not seem 
paragraph begins bv listini: variou s credible when one multiplies the 
remedies, including _the possible number 01 cases a'vail,1ble b\' the 
voiding of the salt> on the basis oi choice on any issues to citt> a cast> 
unconscionabiity, and later in the or to disr uss th t> issut> 1, ithout nt ,t­
paragraph, becaust> of Arthur 's in­ tion . 
capacity . The suggestion of a tem­ It is not credible that I\\O e,· 
porary injunction follows im­ amination answers would tr,KI.. St' 
mediately from the st> cond closely without collabor,tt ion . 
referenct> to voiding tht> contract evt>n given the close stud, ini: r,•l,1 -
and returning tht> propt'ri\' to tionship ol the authors. Th,•r,• .ire 
Margart>! . In that contt'xt an in­ too many potential iss u1•s It' junction to stop the sale oi the discuss for th is to happen b1 
farm makt>s st'nst>. Howevt>r, ham chance, and the absem·t> 01 dis, us· 
49585, when it suggests the tem­ sion of important issut>s in lH>th ,., . 
porary injunction, is only maki•ni: amination p,1pers strength,•ns th,• 
the point that Karl mii;ht be unjust­ clear conclusion of collaho_r.ltioil 
ly t>nricht>d if he could kt>ep the for example, both ei.,1mi1i.1t1fln 
S1,000 down paym!'nt (,lll ari;u­ papt>rs tre,11 contract for111,1ti,~n 
inent th,11 ,llso ap1,ec1rs bt>tween issues at tht• same level of an,11\ sis 
the two voiding arguments on the in Question 1, thereby avoiding
other exam). That the contr,1ct many issues 
might be held void and the proper- continued on page 14 
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FSRB Imposes Punishment for COl/aboratipn 
i1J tlw niurst' ,, ith .111 .,rn1111p,111\ ­ l~SRl\l t,, o----- .,,,1111in,1tion, th,1t In tlwir l'X,11nin,1tion ,mswt•rs. SlKh mis<·onduct . Another six mon­
ing lt>ttt'r in tht>ir iilt>. r,iist•d ,ll,pirions oi coll.ibor,l!ion tlw two students r.1ised simil,ir ths to retlet·t on · the nMlter 
Penal"· ·\II rt'lt>,·,111t i,1rts Jilli rir­ lwt,\t't'n the t':>.,1mint't'S . Tlw ~SRI\ points which in some instances scarcely seems necessary . 
,umst,111rt's mu,t bt' n111,id,•rt>d in lwld lw,1rings on Febnr.iry 5, I'1112 11·,•rt' b,,st•d on f.tlllty or in­
t!\t' pi tht' ,i~ 111,•mbt>r, ;,, tht' 
~5R~ rt>,'.,mnwnd :t p,•11,1lt, t'i 
:-u:--~,c:311_:.1l111 tt,_,r l'l1t3 !'t.'lllt''.'tt'r in ..1d­
,l ,t 1,,n t ,., .111 f ror tlw ,,,ur,t' ,, ,t h 
,'1 tht'r .1 ,,,p, ,,r th,, ,,,mmit!t't',. 
rt',.: 1.'111n1t'11ltlt1l'fl L'r ..1 ll'ttt'r rrc1n1 
:h,• L1 ,,.111 111 t',ll:h ,tudt>nt,. tilt> . 
Tl1t' rt',,,mnwnd.11i,,11 ,,r it'ttt'r 
11 ,,uJd bt' tr,tn,m1tt'd to third p.ir­
: ,.,, ,, ht, >t't'~ inr,,rm.1til1n from tht' 
:.111 ,,h,,ol ,,,n,t'rning t'itht'r ,tu­
,Jc>nt \\ <' 11 ould "''P<'<t ~u,pt>n,ion 
t,' bt' r,,r 1.111 >t'mt',tt'r ,,i tlw 
J 1.10~ ·~3 ..l( ..ldt' ll)h,: \ t'I ..H . unit''.'~ ,lp­
Pt',11, rr,,rn tht' Dt'.111; dt>ri,ion Mt' 
n,'t ,,,mplt>tt>d b, tht> t1111t> th,11 
.:-t' fl1 t.' "tt:1r bt1g1n.:-
Th1 , rt'Cl'll1111t'ndal1on i; b,1,t>d 
L'll L'Ur bt>lit'-1 -th,H tht' minimum 
, 1 t>n,1 lt, undt>r L.m 5choQI ,t.111 -
d .ird, l,1 gradt' 01 F ,md ,1 lt>ttt'r 111 
tht' 11 lt>l ,hould not bt' tht' norm 
11 ht> n .1radt>m1, di;horw,t , ha; 
lit>t> n 1o und ..\\1 t1g<1t111g c 1r­
lur11:- t ..1r1ct'.:- 1111ght opt' rc.ltt:' in :-;orne 
,-.1,t>; to rt>du ct' tht' pen<1lt1 to the 
n11111111um . but ,, e do not r111d 
r111t1 gat1ng c1rcum,t<1nce; to be 
pre,ent here -\ penal!\ .oi ;u;pen­
;1011 affirms to the studt'nt, 111 -
1011 ed . the ac,1demic co111111unit1·. 
.md tht' comm unit, ,, hich 111<11 use 
the ,t'r1 ice; oi 1<111 ~·ers. th.it 1, e 
:a ~e tht',t' 111dtters St'riou;II . It 
.11,o pro, ,de, . con;istent 11 ith 
pr<1 ct1ct' 111 ot her gr.iduate depart­
rnt>nt, . an opportunit1· ior the 
,tudent; 1m oil t'd to consider 
•:> nou,1, 11 hether la1, ;c hool is 
1, here the, want to remain .ind 
11 here the,· should be . 
It is not our desire . b,· recom­
mt>nding suspension . to eiiecti,·elv 
block entrv to the practice oi law. 
Porticularlv with sfudents so earlv 
111 tht>ir la11 ;c hool c areers . there 
1, ill be significant opportunity 
beiore graduation to e\'aluate 
these students · conduct. Ii the-.· 
choose to return to school and 
then satisfactorilv complete their 
legal education. it would be appro­
priate. at their ;equest. for the 
Dean to then place a letter in their 
iiles e\'aluating their subsequent 
conduct 111 law school . 
The students im·olved reta in the 
right under the University 's rules 
ior Academic Dis honesty (adopted 
b, the Faculty Senate in 1971 and 
pro,·ided to the students through 
the ir la11 vers) to appeal this recom­
mendation to the University Wide 
Committee on Academic Dis­
honest\' . 
Separate Opinion by Julie 
Rosenblum on Penalty Only 
Unauthorized collaboration on 
a law sc hool exam is a se rious 
, iolatio n and requires some pena l­
! \ . I di~agree wit h the committee 
membe rs 11 ho re commend a 
semeste r probation as well as an F 
on tC 
The three secrets to life can 
be found between the Law 
School and Norton Hall. The 
f.irst person to correctly iden­
tify the three secrets and sub­
mit them to the Opinion office 
will win a night at the Buffalo 
Philharmonic, transportation 
included. Opinion staff are not 
eligible to win. 
Submit all entries in sealed 
envelopes in Room 724 mail 
slot by Tuesday, September 28. 
All guesses will be published 
and the winner announced in 
the Opinion. The contest is be­
ing sponsored by three second­
year students: Jud Weiksnar, 
Tom Cassada, and Tim Pro­
speri. 
dt'tt'rmin,llion ot tht' pwp,•r p,•n,tl­ ,111d h•bru.iry II. '19112 ,111d ii lt>d iin- romplt'h' ,1n,1lysis or in Ont' in­ Since the evidence of thist\ . Tlw t'\,1111 p,ipt•rs ,111d \\ itrw» dings ,111d ,1 rt>ro111111i.•11d,1tio11 with st,mn• on ,m ,1bsplutely ..rrorwous disciplinary action will be IT)adett'stinll,n\ roniirm tlw su;pirion lllt' on h•bnr.irv 22. ·19112 (Att,irh-' ,111,1lysis whil'h tht>ir common 
av,1ilable to ch,1racter and iitnessth,11 rol.l.1bor.1tion . ,It most . n,n­ nwnt Al. I rt>,ld tht> t'ntirt• writtt'n .. out lint> rontr.idictt>d . It ·strt>t<·ht>s 
committees of ,my st.ite bar;i;tt'd oi .1 disrll»it111 oi tht' t•,­ rt'rord oi the FSRB art ion ,111d con- ~ -rrt>dibillty too ;f.ir to condudt• th,1t 
,1ssociation to which each student
.unin.ltion ·s • rt'lt'\.t'llt i,1rts .111d durtt'd ,l ht>.iring on April Hl. 1\lll:! tht' rornmonaljtie; in the two t>x­
may later apply, the attorneys re­i;rnt>,. It i, highll unli~t> lv tht> ,1itt'r inviting the partit's to iilt' ,1111inatjons wt're the work oi two quested that some review of their
studt'nts ,1,;,;i,tt'd ont' ,111otlwr in ,1rittt'n subrnissions cli.1llt'nging or indt'pt>ndt>nt minds working 
records and conduct be made priortht' ,1rtu,1I \\ riting, oi tht' t'\,1111 or supporting the iinding, oi tht' ;epar.itt>ly . The stlldents, 
to graduation so that .the Deant'llg,1gt'd in hol1rs oi roll,1bor,1tio11 . FSRI\ . Sllb;t>quent to th,1t ht>.uing I ,i10reover. might have, but did not. 
might balance the record before itTht' ;tudt>nt; h,,\:t' ,1lrt>.idv Slrl­ listt'1wd to tlw tapt's oi tht' two oiler evidt';1ce that such un­
went before the bar associ,1tionFSRB lw,1rings. conscious par,1lle lisrn in an.ilysisit'rt'd ""'' t>rt' h.ud,hip, dut> to tlw 
committee . That seems
coll.ibor,ltion allt'g,,tion . Tht>ir pt>r­ Thrt't' issut>s Mt' pre,entt'd . First. <1ppe.ued in other ex,1min,1tions 
reasonable. given that all parties
sonal Ii, t'S ,, t'rt' im·,1dt>d 11 ith pt>r­ the · studt>nts claim thdt the that they took shortly thereaiter. I hope that this incident will be an
mi,;,;ib lt' qut>,tioning. ,·ostl, ,lt­ absenct> ~,i notice with respt'ct to conclude. thereiore, that the isolated one and that the charactertornt>,· ft>t', "t'rt' rt'qu irt•d. 1111 - the ru lt's ,1gainst collabor,ltion on evidence i; suiiicient to show 
and fitness committee should notlllt'llSt' ti111t' ",1; dt>,·ott'd 10 r,t>t' t'\<1111i11,1tions deprived them of clearly and convincingly that be encouraged to draw generalprt> p.iration (time is prt>ci.ou; to ,1 dut' process . Normally the some coll,1boration occurred . 
conclusions of bad character from
rirs t, t'.H la\\ ,tudt>ntl ,111d mo; t im­ Registrar, prior to the end of term 
an . · ,~~lated incident of
.,,,1111i11;1iions , ,upplies each stu­port.int II tht>,. _t',perit'nct'·d '"' ' i> re 
misbehavior. Upon the °request of
,111\it't,· ronct>rning tht' ulti111 ,1te dent with the ru les on academic As to penalty, the third issue, the 
the students in the spring semesterae=:n::1 :: :ui:::: u::: ::1 :x~: 21::nt::: :12: :uuu1au nu FSRB recomn1ended the students 
receive " F" grades. a Jetter in their 
cessor, will provide a . letter of"It stretches credibility to conclude 
1 of their third year, I. or my suc­
students iiles reporting on the 
good conduct for their respectivedisciplinary action, and a suspen­
that the commonalities were sion irom school fo.r iall se'mester. files, assuming that no further in­
cidents requrring disciplinary ac­19112 . The assignment oi the " F" 
tion occur. This action will not,the work of independent minds." grade and re~ortthe of however, remove the " F" from the t un::ua::: :n:::u disciplinary action is the minimum1:z2:2z:1c:c: 1::::1:::2t1:::::1111111:t21 : record or the records of this pro­
dec ision and its con;equenct's honestv . In th.i!> case; because the ceeding. They are part of history
penalty. Under the circumstances, 
the minimum penalty is ap­
1, hic h ;evert> lv hampt'rt>d their examination was gi.ven prior to lhe which is not subject to revision . propriate. The evidence does not 
dbilit1 to .ideqlleate lv dt>vote normal examinatioo period. the point to extensive collaboration, 
tlw111seke; to tht'ir studie, . procedure was not · iol lowed .· nor support a iinding oi egregious
The ;tudt>nts 1<1ppeor to be good Testimony is. moreover, in conflict' behavior . Suspension and 
111en who ha\'e succumbed to as to whether Proiessor--- orally postponement of graduation can 
temptation ; a weakness not un­ warned students against collabora­ impose a substantial economic 
c ommon in acildemic en ­ tion . The examination instructions loss . The proceedings themselves Thomas E. Headrick, Dean 
, ironments . They ore not in­ make no explicit reierences to its served to impress upon· the 
d i, iduals who are constantlv ignor­ prohibition . The FSRB reasoned students involved the seriousness May 11 , 1982ing rules and " getting into that si lence on the issue implied with which the law school views 
trouble ". On the contrary. their that no collaboration is permitted 
past is unblemished by any and thus that only when some 
cheating violations. they have form oi collaboration is permissi­
strong academic records and were ble is the instructor required to 
polite throughout the hearing. speciiy the conditions . That view 
There is no need to impose a harsh comports with my own . Where stu­
penalty to jolt a sense of morality dent work is individually 
in them . It is highly unlikely they evaluated . the permission of col­
would ever collaborate again so a laboration is clearly an exception 
harsh penalty is not required to to the rule. Furthermore, neither 
deter them from cheating . Further­ student admits to collaboratin_g on 
more. a penalty oi suspension was the mistaken belief that it was per­ Emergency ·vouchers 
supported because it aiiirms to the mitted , nor to believing that col­
students and community that laboration was permitted . The 
these 111.itters are taken seriouslv; absence of explicit notice did For Books C·ancelledbut the minimum penalty and its them no harm . 
continued from page 3consequences does the same . The The second and more difficult 
students realize the seriousness of issue is whether there was c lear debt is owed to the bookstore, dent and the bookstore. Accor­
the oiiense and thev should not be and convincing evidence oi col­ the Financial Aid Office can­ dingly, arrangements have 
used as examples to the communi­ laboration . The two students took not automatically deduct the been made with the Student 
ty when a lesser penalty is ap­ the examination in the same apart­ money from the loan checks. It Accounts Office to deduct the 
propriate . ment. one in the kitchen. the other does not make any sense to emergency loan money
The minimum penalty required in a bedroom. The two examina­ put a stop on the students' automatically from theby the law schoo l is an F ior the tions show striking similarities in 
registration (as the school does students' loan checks at the course accompanied by a letter in language, in organization, in issues 
when tuition for a previous same time tuition and otherthe iile . The sanction has grave raised and manner of resolution , 
consequences . The first year con­ and in cases cited . The students ' year is owed) because the only fees are deducted. 
tracts course must be taken again explanation is that they constantly chance the school now has of While some aid is still being 
to graduate with the proper studied together, used a common getting the money is when the given to students for books 
requirements . The transcript is per­ outline, and shared information students' new loan checks and other emergency situa­
manentl y scarred by the F grade. they alone obtained irom come in this fall, and the tions, it is a limited amount, 
Al l potential employers requesting Professor----- throughout c I ass students would .not be eligible and Joe Ruh cautions students 
a n oificial transcript receive the discu ss ions. The students also for the loan if they are not against depending . on such · letter confirming collaboration point to some differences in their 
registered. funds in calculating theirwhich will be an enormous answers . 
The money that is being budgets for the school year.obstac les to their career search . 
The character and iitness review ~rom an analysis of the two ex- given out for books this year is Not only might the programs 
boa rd of the bar receives the letter aminations ;;nd the evidence pro- through the money that is set not be renewed, but he hopes 
a nd considers it in making their duced. the FSRB reasoned that the aside for the emergency loan that students will basically 
deci sion . The penalty might be the students had a discussion about program (funds ·allocated by respect the honor system and 
minimum required by law sc hool each oi the examination questions the dean and SBA). Those only ask for loans if they really 
standards, but a close look at the before starting to write. but pro- funds normally would not be need them. 
obvious .consequences reveals that bably did not collaborate disbursed until mid­
the sanction is nonetheless ex­ thereafter. This conclusion was September, and then only to 
tremely harsh . consiS t ent wi! h a witness' students whose loan had been 
The suspension sanction serves testimony that she saw no contact Quiz Answers 
no needed purpose but to add salt between the two after 1o or processed for at least sixteen11 
to a sore wound . The students are a .m . The examination was weeks but who had not re­ Answers : 
not going unpenalized ii no available at 9 a.m. The ~tudents' ceived their checks because of 
suspension is imposed . The testimony, moreover, is vague some mistake of the system 1. Joe Cribbs, O.J. Simpson, Terry 
negative consequences already ex­ about their conduct during the and through no fault of their Miller. 
perienced coupled with the period just after they picked upon own. This differs from the old 
ramifications of the minimum the examination questions. They book voucher system because 2. Chicago Cubs, San Diego
penalty is quite sufficient. cannot recall seeing or talking it is for only S100 instead of Padres, St. Louis Cardinals. 
wrth each other before receiving S200 d · t b 
the examination, though they - . an ts an agreemen e- 3. Vida Blue (1971).
received consecutive examination tween the student and the lawDe.an H,adrick's Decision 
numbers. Such vagueness is sug- school, not between the stu­ 4. Willie Mays. 
Professor-- filed with the gestive of a desire to hide some 
Faculty-Student Relations Board damaging information. 5. The Oakland Raiders (1980). 
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· Hear Stan·Chess · 
discuss the dramatic 
•changes in the 
New York Bar Exam 
Thursday September 23rd at 
. . 
1:00 p.m. in Room 106 
' . 
FR.EE pizza, beer and soda 
· $1 00 Discount. in effect until· October 12th 
(freez~ the price with a $50 deposit) 
BAR/BAI The most popular bar review course in every law 
school in New YOrk State. Last summer, the vast majority of Buffalo's . 
graduates took BAR/BAI. There is a reason why:( 
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N F·l Might Strike Today
1 
by Glenn Frank 
To the nervous glee of _foot­
ball fans, all 26 teams in the 
NFL decided to play their 
opening games on Sept. 12. 
Getting play started, however, 
was not without its difficulties. 
In Seattle, Baltimore, and Buf­
falo games were played only 
after wildcat-strikes were 
voted down by the players. Ad­
ditionally, the threat of a 
league-wide strike, scheduled 
to begin between the second 
and fourth weeks of the 
season, loomed as a distinct 
possibility. ' 
In Seattle, the wildcat strike 
vote was taken in response to 
tn~·waiving of the Seahawks 
NFLPA _player representative, 
Sam McCallum. The Seahawk 
players claimed that Mc­
Callum, the team's leading 
receiver for the past three 
seasons, was waived because 
of his union activities. The 
club's management denied the 
charge, arguing that because 
of the acquisition of receiver 
Roger Carr from Baltimore, 
McCallum became expen­
dable. 
An almost ideat,ical situa­
tion existed in Baltimore where 
Herb Orvis, the Colt's player 
representative was cut by 
rookie coach Frank Kush. The 
Colt players also threatened 
job action claiming that Orvis 
being cut was a union busting 
tactic. 
In Buffalo, altnough a strike 
vote was taken, most of the 
Bills seemed to support Chuck 
Knox's decision to cut player 
representative _Mike Kadish. 
After the no · strike vote 
became public, Lou Picone, 
the newly elected team 
representative admitted that 
the competition for Kadish's 
position had been tough. "We 
had several good players 
fighting for Mike's position. 
The facts just aren't clear 
enough for a wildcat strike 
right now." 
Whether, however, these 
three teams would play their 
second games was still , as of 
this writing, unknown. The community by announcing 
players in all ·three cities stated that the Courier Express \\'.~S 
that their decision to play stopping publication as of 
would · not necessarily last September the 19th. The 
more "than one Sunday. Dave demise of the Eourier would 
Brown, the Seahawk's new leave Buffalo not simply with 
player representative warned, • one newspaper, but also with 
"if the NLRB doesn't come out only one sports page. 
with a ·favorable ruling, forcing While to some, this aspect 
the club to reinstijte Mc- of the closing may not be a 
Callum, a wildcat strike is still crucial social issue, the avid 
very possible." sports fan would find that 
As for the scheduled league he/she is without a source of 
wide strike, as of this writing, information that they had 
the two sides were no closer to previously depended upon. 
settlement than they were on In recent months, the 
July 15th, when the last player Courier had expanded its 
agreement expired. At the coverage to provide the Buf- in the Buffalo sports communi­
latest round of negotiations, falo fan with extended and ty. This reputation opened 
the players demand for a por- more in-depth · cpverage- of •· doors --.for -·Brady and allowed 
tic;>n··of the teams' gros.s profits . almost every sporting event. 
Wi;IS <;lisregarde.P .PY.the owners, . This eleventh-ho1,1r attempt to_ 
who instead offered increased 
bonuses. The players called 
the offer an "insult . " 
Basically, the players posi-
tion as stated by Gene Up-
shaw, player representative 
from the Los Angeles Raiders, 
is that "the players have an in-
vestment in their teams 
because they put their time, 
labor, and talents into making 
them successes. That invest-
ment should yield some con-
trol over the receipts each 
team earns." 
The owners, conversely, 
argue that there is no prece-
dent in American law for 
allowing employees of a 
business organization an ab-
solute share of the gross pro-
fits, and that to endorse such a 
demand would be simply bad 
business. Bud Adams, owner of 
the Houston Oilers, stated, 
h
"we can't compromise on t 
gross profit principal-so 
guess there will be a strike. " 
e 
I 
C-E Sports 
Is M·ourned 
by Glenn Frank 
Two weeks ago, Cowles 
Media shocked the Buffalo 
WORD 
PROCESSING - TYPING 
Word Processing uses computer 
technology to provide fast, high quality 
service at prices often lower than using 
traditional typing services. 
Complete Editing C.ip.ibility Experienced in doing leg.ii work 
No need for retyping when Complete Resume Service 
editing drafts Repetitive Work .it Reduced Prices 
· All Fin.ii Copy Printed on Rllg Personalized form letters, mailing 
Bond lists 
16 Typestyles & Symbols to Rel.ited Services Provided 
Choose From Xeroxing, PrintiAg, Bulk Mailing 
Printed to Look Like Typeset Pick-Up & Delivery Anil.ible 
Or Typewritten 
All Work Guar.inteed 
0 
Whethe·r you type or not, PROTO-TYPE can 
provide you with highest quality work that 
computer technology can provide. 
CALL PROTO-TYPE - 883-3348 
Ask For Randy 
... 
incre;1se readership included 
bi-weekly boxing reports, 
"sports news briefs," and 
weekend inserts of additional 
baseball, football and off-
season hockey coverage . 
These bonuses will now be lost 
to the community. 
Perhaps the most disappoin-
ting aspect of losing the 
.Courier sports page would be 
the departure from the Buffalo 
forefront of Courier staff 
sports columnist, Erik Brady, 
, and Jim Murray, the syn-
dicated Los Angeles Times 
sports writer. 
Brady, at times witty and 
cuttingly frank, has acquired a 
reputation of ·trustworthiness 
.h'iin to provide r-eaders . witl'r a 
. good deal of e_xclusive infor­
mation surrounding local and 
national sports figures. 
Murray, while at times doing 
too much pontificating on the 
"grand old days of sports," 
provided this community with 
a unique insight into what he 
perceived as a changing sports 
world, often revealing startling 
departures from traditional 
concepts. 
While the community reels 
from this stunning announce­
ment, Buffalo sports fans may 
find themselves doubly 
shocked . Not only may there 
be no weekday morriing sports 
to read, but the quality of 
sports coverage locc;1lly may 
also be severely impa_ired. 
No Comment Dept.H • M w• 'h y BIt e It OU r eS . . 0 
fee, patrons of the museum could the waiver was invalid. Such aSeveral weeks ago, on a 
Canadian telecast entitled · sit in the line of fire for 30 
"Sportsworld", a report was aired seconds and challenge fate. -
about a museum in the midwest The station broadcasting this 
which, hoping to raise funds, story edited the segment so that 
devised an innovative game of the report -centered on a 
chance for public participation. discussion of whether a "waiver" 
The game described was simple. signed by parti~ipants and 
A computerized timer had been designed to absolve the host 
mechanically attached to a small museum from liability for injury, 
revolver, and had been set so was legally valid. 
·h h Id ft at t e gun wou ire sometime The reporter, after interviewing 
in the next 100 years. For a small ,several attorneys, ccincluped that 
Sports. Qulz 
1. Name the : three ..Buffalo B1ll_s, : 
to dash for over 1000 yards since 
the merger of the NFL and the 
AFL? 
2. Name the only three National 
League teams who have not won a 
division title since the league split 
into two divisions? 
3. Name the last American 
League switch-hitter to win the 
MVP award. 
4. Who was the only man to lead 
the National League in triples and 
stolen bases in the same year? 
5. Name ·the only team in the 
NFL to win 4 playoff games in one 
season. 
answers on page 14 
t sh t 
waiver, ~e claimed, would most 
likely be interpreted as an 
, atte_mpt to absolve the 
responsible party from criminal 
liab_ility. This is clearly 
impossible, he said, since the 
state, not the victim, enforces the 
criminal law. Nevertheless, he • 
concluded by saying, 
"unfortunately we will never be 
sure of the legal implications 
until the gun goes off." 
Pho1o■ raphy
con1esc 
We are revising the Law School Admissions Handbook. We need new 
photos of the Law School. We are especially interested in candid 
group shots of people, but outstanding photos of individuals or the 
building itself will be considered. 
Rules 
I . Please submit good quality black and white prints, no smaller than 3" x 3", and no 
larger than 8x IO". 
2. Deadline: Friday, October I, 1982. 
3. Submit photos in an envelope, with your name on the envelope but not on the prints, 
to Marie McLeod, Room 312. 
·a11 dec••••n• ••H lte 111He anony111011sly. Any 
pho1o■raphs 1ha1 can lte •den1•••et1 •• • spectftc
person•• worll wHI lte d.._aalHted. 
A maximum of 25 photos will be selected. 
Wnning photos "'111 be printed in the revised Hanclx>Ok with full creclt given to.the an:lsa. V't1r,iq photographen ,,,. be 
reimbursed the cosu of I roll of film & developln1. Announcement of the finalists wtll be made In early October. The 
winnen will be aMOUnCed after the Handbook hu aone to press (by October 31 ). All photos not used fOf' the HllllClbook 
wll be rewmed. Submit receipts fOf' film and developln1 aJons with photos. 
